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ANIC Comment
The new year has brought new 
challenges as we once again roll 
with the ongoing affect of COVID19 
with the Biannual Australian Nut 
Conference (ANC) scheduled 
in March in Melbourne being 
postponed for a year. The ANIC 
Board took this step in January 2021 
due to the continued uncertainty 
which, in hindsight, has proven to 
be the best course of action. 

An excellent program that appealed to sponsors, 
exhibitors and will appeal to industry was organised 
and we will bring that into next year’s conference. It 
is pleasing to note that most sponsors have already 
indicated their enthusiasm to be involved in the 
conference, now scheduled for March 23-25, 2022 at  
the Crowne Plaza in Melbourne.

A major change for ANIC’s board is that Chris Joyce 
made the decision to retire at the end of 2020.  Chris 
had been a long time member of ANIC’s board, 
representing the Pistachio Growers of Australia since 
2009.  He was also a founding member of Nuts for 
Life.  The ANIC Board and management thank Chris 
for his outstanding service to the industry. We hope 
to recognise his service at next year’s conference. 
Following Chris’ retirement the board welcomed 
esteemed industry leader David Crawford to the Board, 
who has already attended our February meeting.

ANIC has invested in updating its website with a new 
format to provide greater links to industry and better 
insight into the role that ANIC plays. This updated 
format has been welcomed by users as they appreciate 
the ease of navigation and greater access of information 
across the seven associations of the nut industry.   

ANIC with support from the Federal Government 
has run leadership programs with each of the nut 
groups that has focussed on strategic direction and 
opportunities for each nut sector and ANIC. This project 
has sought to focus on identified future leaders to 
give them the skills and confidence to take the next 

steps in ensuring industry body continuity and sound 
governance going forward. The courses will conclude 
shortly and a final report will be published in June 2021.

We are now working with government to risk manage 
a sustainable future for our export production, the 
expansion of crucial free trade agreements and 
partnerships with overseas countries.   ANIC’S emphasis 
has been with the UK (following Brexit), Europe and 
India, while still maintaining connections with other 
developing opportunities. 

These negotiations have all been affected by COVID19 
as the focus of the respective  governments has been 
the health and wellbeing of their citizens.   As things 
improve the relationships already initiated should be 
a catalyst for expansion. All these trade agreements 
are intricate in the development and have to pass local 
political scrutiny as is evident in the strikes by farmers in 
India. 

We hope that your families and businesses have 
remained strong during the last 12 months and that you 
will be in a prosperous position for 2021.

Brendan Sidhu, Chair & Cathy Beaton, Executive Officer

(l to r) New ANIC director, David Crawford, Brian Casey, Brendan Sidhu, Richard 
Sampson Genest & Jolyon Burnett. (Absent are Nick Downes and Darren Baguley.)
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Mossmont Nurseries is proud to 
release Pyrennes, an outstanding 
new almond variety, offering the 
following characteristics:

• Self fertile
• Sealed shell
• Large nut size
• Light coloured nut 
• Flared hull easier for harvesting 
• Carmel flavour type 

For more information visit www.mossmontnurseries.com.au
To place your order for 2021 plantings now with Mossmont Nurseries,

Email us: info@mossmontnurseries.com.au
Or call us: Ian Moss 0418 319 079 or Jonathan Moss 0437 382 609

Introducing Pyrennes,  
the new alternative to Carmel
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Marketing macas  
to the world
Experienced international marketer Jillian 
Laing has been appointed CEO of the 
newly established World Macadamia 
Organisation (WMO).

New-Zealand-based Ms 
Laing brings more than 
three decades of marketing 
and business development 
experience in the international 
food industry to WMO which 
was established in late 2020. 

The Australian Macadamia Society was one of the 
driving forces in the formation of WMO. It is currently 
made up of the national associations of member 
countries and is tasked with stimulating significant 
additional global demand for macadamias as the 
industry enters a period of increased supply. 
“We are delighted to have secured Jillian for this 
strategic new role,” says CEO of Australian Macadamia 
Society Jolyon Burnett. 

Jillian has worked in a broad range of roles across the 
global food industry, predominately snack food and 
biscuits, to science and technology with a focus on food 
processing equipment. She has been based in Bangkok, 
London, Copenhagen, Sydney, Singapore and Shanghai, 
and has engaged with customers and consumers across 
all continents. 

“A major focus for Jillian most recently at Fonterra was 
marketing ingredients to global food manufacturers, 
and this involved new product development, pricing, 
service offers and branding. She has also worked across 

the food service and consumer business with a focus on 
South East Asia and China” says Mr. Burnett. 
There are a number of focus areas for the WMO, 
including the development of a generic consumer 
strategy and associated non-origin consumer 
campaigns beginning in late 2021. 

Conferences postponed
The ANIC Biannual Conference which 
was to be held in Melbourne in March 
this year has now been postponed until 
the same time in 2022. It will be held at 
the Crowne Plaza in Melbourne, Victoria 
from March 23-25.

As well, the INC XXXlX World Nut and Dried Fruit 
Congress scheduled for May in Dubai has also been 
postponed, for a second time, until May 11-13 in 2022, 
still in Dubai. 

In the meantime, other Australian conferences are still 
scheduled for this year. 

In August the Australian Pecan Association Conference 
is planned in Ballina, NSW, and in September it is hoped 
the third Tri-Nut Conference for Chestnut, Hazelnut and 
Walnut growers will remain on the calendar.

The Almond Board of Australia is going ahead with 
plans for their conference at the Adelaide Convention 
Centre in Adelaide, while the Australian Macadamia 
Society has its conference scheduled for the Gold 
Coast in November. Both of these conferences were 
postponed from 2021.

See Diary Dates on page 59 for more details.

COMMERCIAL V-TWIN 
HUSKER FOR MACADAMIAS
• Up to 600kg/hr
• Made in NZ (1-yr warranty)
• Commercial V-Twin Nut 

Cracker also available

MOTORISED HUSKER  
AND CRACKER

• Husk and crack all-in-one
• Perfect for macadamias
• Made in NZ (1-yr warranty)

BAG-A-NUT HARVESTERS
• Pull-behind and push-

along models
• Different sizes for all nut 

types
• Made in USA

AUSTRALIAN NUT  
HARVESTERS

• Picks up all nut varieties 
quickly and easily

• High quality zinc-coated 
steel

Contact: John Pethybridge 0407 847 170  |   www.nutsolutions.com.au
Australian agent for Bag-A-Nut (USA), Crackadamia (NZ), Kern Kraft (Germany), Feucht-Obstechnik (Germany)

NUT SOLUTIONS AUSTRALIA
QUALITY MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT FOR NUT PRODUCERS
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Co-operative thinking 
at workshop
The Nutgrower reported in our 
summer 2020 issue about the 
formation of a new pecan co-op 
in northern New South Wales and 
hazelnut growers hearing about the 
benefits of co-ops. 

The co-op concept has been gaining further 
momentum with representatives from Co-operative 
Farming (see box) visiting Myrtleford in February to 
tell local growers and dairy farmers about agribusiness 
opportunities through the co-operative model.

More than 40 farmers attended over the two days 
– although some South Australian representatives 
had to dash home midway through the workshops 
when yet another state lockdown was announced for 
Victoria. 

Farmers from the dairy, hazelnut, chestnut and walnut 
industries learned about capital raising, growth and 
producer-owned agribusiness, leaving the workshops 
with solid plans for expansion. 

The workshops also covered the co-operative structure 
and whether it is right for local farmers. 

Tanya Edwards, Communications Officer at Chestnuts 
Australia Inc., said afterwards there was constructive 
discussion about growing the chestnut industry 
through a grower-owned supply chain.

 “There are a lot of untapped opportunities we can 
explore through the co-operative model and the 
workshop helped boost our understanding of what we 
can do now.”

Policy and Research Advisor at the Business Council of 
Cooperatives and Mutuals (BCCM), Mr Anthony Taylor, 
said that farmers had participated enthusiastically 
and learned a lot about what a co-operative farming 
structure could do to improve their businesses and 
their industries. 

“This region is already home to hugely successful 
co-ops like the farmer-owned rural supplies retailer 
TAFCO. Farmers can see the potential to extend the 
model into other activities,” he said.

BCCM CEO Melina Morrison said she was not surprised 
by the rise in interest. 

“During the pandemic, farmers are realising the 
need to have a look into different business models, 
and more and more farmers are interested in the 
co-operative model,” she said. “We’ve seen a huge 
groundswell of interest in finding out about co-
operative farming. In fact, we’ve fielded more than 100 
calls in the last couple of months wanting to find out 
more about setting up a co-op”.

Who & what is Co-operative Farming?
Co-operative Farming is an 18-month project 
designed to support farmers, fishers and foresters 
through the formation of new farming co-
operatives and foster resilience and growth in 
existing co-operatives. It is supported by the 
Federal Department of Agriculture, Water and the 
Environment through the Australian Government’s 
Starting Farm Co-operatives Program.

The project includes a range of resources and 
events, including a co-operative advice and 
information hotline, financial support through 
educational bursaries program, and online tools, 
resources and online course modules.

Three project envoys and eight champions have 
been appointed to lead the industry and community 
engagement aspects of the Co-operative Farming 
project. These mentors have a demonstrated 
track record in running successful agricultural co-
operatives and will engage with farmers and farm 
groups through facilitated information sessions 
and workshops and one-on-one communication to 
inspire, support and guide them through their co-op 
formation.

The envoy for South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania 
is a person well known to the almond industry, Mr 
Simon Lane.

Mr Lane is the former chair of Almondco Australia 
Limited. Almondco has a cooperative culture 
focusing on the interests of its almond grower 
members. It is a fully vertically integrated company 
with both domestic and export markets and an 
annual turnover of approximately $250m. He 
finished this role in early 2020. 

See page 21 for Simon Lane’s thoughts on co-ops.
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Salt and nuts –  
Nuts for Life audit 
“The facts show that salted nuts may 
not be as salty as many people think.”

In 2020 the Nuts for Life team 
conducted an audit on just 
how much salt is in salted nuts 
and importantly, how this 
compares with other foods.

The Program Manager for Nuts 
for Life, Ms Belinda Neville, 
says the audit followed on 

from an analysis of the Australian Health Survey data 
that found only 2% of Australians were eating the 
recommended 30g of nuts a day. Literature suggests 
one of the reasons for this shortfall is being concerned 
about the salt in nuts. 

“We set out to see just how much sodium salted nuts 
contain, and how this compares with other everyday 
foods and common snacks.” 

How much salt is in nuts?
Nuts for Life collected data on the sodium content 
of 158 nut products, as listed on the Nutrition 
Information Panel on their packaging. These were 
sourced from the fresh produce, snacks/impulse and 
baking aisles of five Sydney grocery stores. (1) (See 
Table 1)

For comparison on average:
• Unsalted raw/natural nuts contained 5.3mg 
sodium/100g (or around 1.6mg of sodium per 30g 
serve)
• Unsalted dry or oil roasted nuts contained 6.9mg 
sodium/100g (or around 2mg of sodium per 30g serve)
• Salted nuts, on average oil-roasted and dry-roasted 
nuts contained 291mg and 343mg sodium/100g 
respectively – or around 87mg (oil roasted) and 103mg 
(dry-roasted) of sodium per 30g serve.

The audit took this a step further beyond ‘sodium’ 
to look at ‘salt’ (because chemically, ‘salt’ consists of 
the two elements sodium and chloride) – salted nuts 
contained on average 0.22-0.26g of salt per 30g serve.

Among unsalted nuts, the Nuts for Life audit found 
that the sodium content is similar, whether these are 
raw, dry roasted or oil roasted. With salted nuts, on 
average, dry-roasted nuts had slightly more sodium 
than oil-roasted nuts. 

Other key findings from the audit included:
• Sodium content generally ranged from 1 – 
897mg/100g (however, one salted nut product – which 
was smoked – significantly exceeded this, at 1,603mg 
sodium/100g).

• Three quarters (74%) of salted nut products in the 
audit (34 of 46 products) contained less than 400mg 
sodium/100g. The Heart Foundation calls foods with 
<400mg sodium/100g ‘moderately salted foods’ and 
classes them as ‘ok options’. (2)

• Among salted nuts, the amount of salt added by the 
manufacturer varied – with figures in the ingredient 
list, where stated, ranging from ‘salt 0.4%’ to ‘salt 3%’.

Ms Neville says the results provide strong messages to 
take to the community. 

“It is a great supporting message to the “Healthy 
Handful’. They offer many health benefits – and while 
unsalted nuts contain very little sodium, even salted 
nuts are not as ‘salty’ as many of us think.

“We are now spreading the word - if you have 
avoided nuts due to their salt content, you’ll have 
missed out on their long list of health benefits. We 
still recommend unsalted nuts where possible, but 
salted nuts every now and again are okay. So, it’s 
worth giving a daily handful of these nutritional 
powerhouses another shot!”   

How much salt do we need?
We need a small amount of sodium for good health. 
Sodium has a role in transmitting nerve impulses, 
contracting and relaxing muscles, and maintaining 
fluid balance.

An adult body needs between 460-920mg/day of 
sodium (or around 1-2g of salt) to function. (3)
“The latest data suggests the average daily intake of 
sodium among the Australian population is around 
3,600mg – which is roughly 9g (or 1½ teaspoons) 
of salt a day. As this is an average, many Australians 
(particularly men, according to Australian Health Survey 
data (4)) consume more than this,” says Ms Neville.

Type of nut Number of 
products

Average sodium (mg) 
per 30g

Average sodium (mg) 
per 100g

Unsalted

Raw/natural 75 1.6 5.3

Dry roasted 13 2.1 6.9

Oil roasted 13 2.1 6.9

Salted

Dry roasted 15 103 343

Oil roasted 25 87 291

Coated/flavoured 17 103 342

Table 1: Sodium content of nuts
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Research suggests that if population sodium intake 
levels were cut to 2,000mg/day (roughly 6g salt), we’d 
see a vast improvement in average blood pressure 
levels among Australians, which in turn would help 
prevent chronic disease. (3)

For example, a recent study found the risk of 
cardiovascular disease increased up to 6% for every 
one-gram increase in dietary sodium intake. (5)

So, the answer is clearly yes – Australians do eat too 
much salt. But it is interesting to see where a lot of the 
salt in the diet is coming from. 

Around 75 per cent of the salt in our diet comes from 
manufactured foods (4) such as:
• Biscuits, muffins, cakes, sauces, pizza, burgers, pasta 
and noodle dishes
• Meat, poultry, and related products, including 
processed meats like ham, bacon and sausages   
• Bread, breakfast foods, and other products made 
from cereals and grains.

How does the sodium content of nuts compare?
Table 2 shows how the sodium content of nuts 
compares with other foods. 

The figures are from the Australian Food Composition 
Database (AFCD) – Release 1.0 (6).  For mixed tree nuts 
(salted and unsalted), the figures are from the 2020 
Nuts for Life audit, as the AFCD has limited information 
on salted tree nuts (with data only available for salted 
cashews).

Serve sizes are based on the serve sizes outlined in 
the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating, except for # – 
where serve sizes were not available, so are based on 
typically-consumed amounts. Additional serve sizes at 
* are based on the serve sizes used in the AFCD. Note: 
A serve of legumes is: as a vegetable serve = 75g (½ 
cup cooked legumes); as a meat alternative serve = 
150g (1 cup cooked legumes).

The Heart Foundation classes foods with <400mg 
sodium/100g as moderately-salted foods that are 
‘ok options’. (2)  So, for those of us who enjoy eating 
salted nuts, compare the sodium content of different 
products – and be sure to opt for those with no more 
than 400mg sodium/100g, over more salty options, 
advises Nuts for Life.

Table 2. How does the sodium content of nuts compare with other foods?

Food Serve size (as 
outlined in the 
AGHE)

Sodium 
(mg) per 
serve

Sodium 
(mg) per 
100g

Ham, leg, lean 2 slices (50-60g) 625-750 1,250

Cheddar cheese, natural, regular fat 2 slices (40g) 274 684

Savoury biscuits (plain, cracker style) 30g 183 609

Potato crisps/chips, plain and salted 30g 178 592

Potato crisps/chips, plain and salted 50g* 296 592

White bread roll ½ medium (40g) 215 537

Meat pie 1/3 pie (60g) 301 501

Pizza, ham and pineapple, purchased 
frozen, baked

1 slice (90g) # 421 468

Wholemeal bread 40g (1 slice) 168 421

Baked beans, canned 75-150g 284-567 378

Muffin, berry 40g 147 367

Muffin, berry 163g* 598 367

Instant noodles, sachet, cooked and 
drained

145g* 522 360

Mixed nuts, salted 30g 95 317

Wholewheat breakfast biscuits 30g (2 biscuits) 90 300

Sweet biscuits, plain 2-3 biscuits (35g) 101 289

Chickpeas, canned, drained 75-150g 188-375 250

Tuna, canned in brine, drained Small can (100g) 200 200

Chocolate, plain milk, block ½ small bar/4 
squares (25g)

17 68

Chicken breast, lean, grilled 80g 34 43

Mixed nuts, unsalted 30g 1.9 6.3

Oats (cooked porridge) ½ cup (120g) 5 4

Apple 150g (1 medium) 2 1
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Salt & Nuts continued...

Salted or unsalted nuts and blood pressure
Despite the favourable effects that nuts have on heart 
health, there is limited evidence on their effect on 
blood pressure. 

A systematic review and meta-analysis which 
summarised the evidence in relation to food groups 
and the risk of hypertension (high blood pressure), 
concluded that a daily handful of nuts was associated 
with a 30% reduced relative risk of hypertension. 
However, the authors noted the low quality of the 
evidence. (7)

Another study comparing the effects of salted 
roasted nuts, with raw nuts on heart health indicators 
including blood pressure, found that the addition of 
salt did not affect blood pressure. (8)

In fact, the results showed that both the salted roasted 
nuts and raw nuts improved blood pressure. It’s likely 
all the nutrients in nuts work together to generate 
positive outcomes just as all foods in healthy diets 
work together. 

While the evidence for the effects of nuts on blood 
pressure is not yet convincing, the evidence for nuts 
and heart health is abundant. 

Nuts for heart health
Nuts for Life continues to promote the finding that 
around 30g (a handful) of nuts a day helps reduce 
the risk of cardiovascular disease by 20 per cent and 
coronary heart disease by nearly 30 per cent. (9) And 
for people with heart disease, eating nuts can reduce 
the risk of dying from it. (9)

Separate research suggests that eating a handful of 
nuts daily can improve the blood markers that are 
linked with heart disease, such as high LDL (bad) 
cholesterol. (10)

Ms Neville says the benefits of nuts are likely due to 
the unique nutrients and bioactive compounds they 
contain.

“The bottom line is that the audit gives consumers 
and health professionals a chance to reconsider salted 
nuts. Nuts offer many health benefits – unsalted or 
salted - and while unsalted nuts naturally contain very 
little sodium, even salted nuts are not as ‘salty’ as many 
of us think,” says Ms Neville. 
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Chestnut Industry 
Marketing Program 2021
Communications Officer Tanya Edwards reports…

Team Chestnut are very excited about 
the upcoming season and are looking to 
build on the success of last season with a 
greater social media presence, along with 
a game changing new meat replacement 
recipe and a competition to push the use 
of a specialist cutting/scoring knife. For 
example, how would you be trying to 
open an oyster with just any old knife from 
the kitchen draw!? As cutting chestnuts is 
part of the ritual of preparing chestnuts for 
cooking, the key is to have the right tools.

Everyone love chestnuts – right?  Well maybe not, so 
to encourage more consumers loving our product the 
team are producing two newsletters that will showcase 
recipes, tips, fun facts and stories – pre-season and in 
season.  To sign up go to www.chestnutsaustralia.com.
au and fill in the online form.

It’s so important that retailers at the coal face 
understand chestnuts are a unique nut in the sense 
that they are fresh produce. So, to assist greengrocers 
the team is producing a video to educate them on 
maintaining the cool chain, storage, display and how 
to advise customers on storing chestnuts at home to 

keep them fresh. This will be created locally and shared 
to all retailers and interested parties.

An additional four new recipes will be developed 
with the aim of sharing this season or next, targeting 
vegetarian, vegans, the health conscience and a 
younger audience.

Recipe brochures have played a large role in previous 
marketing campaigns but due to a limited budget 
it was agreed to produce two new recipe leaflets, 
front and back, for download only on the www.
chestnutsaustralia.com.au website.

Funding has been secured to attend two local north 
east Victoria festivals to promote chestnuts, but as 
we go to print these events are up in the air due 
to ongoing COVID19 breakouts and subsequent 
lockdowns, we will keep you posted.

To the growers, all the very best for the 2021 season. 
Team Chestnut is working hard behind the scenes to 
support the industry by encouraging sales, to drive 
demand of our great product.
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YOUR SUPPLIER FOR
UCB1 & PG1* Pistachio Rootstocks

   
       TAKING ORDERS FOR 
       2022 SPRING PLANTINGS

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
Pip Crawford

www.pistachioproducersaustralia.com.au
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PREMIUM QUALITY 
PISTACHIO ROOTSTOCKS

0477 003 133 | pip.crawford@cmv.com.au

New roles at  
Hort Innovation
The new chair of Hort Innovation is Ms 
Julie Bird. A Director of Hort Innovation 
since 2018, Ms Bird  has worked in 
various roles including director and 
executive positions within a number 
of horticulture and agriculture-related 
organisations - including the nut 
industry - in the last 25 years.

Ms Bird was involved with the Almond Board of 
Australia for nearly a decade first as Executive Officer 
then CEO until 2010, also serving as Almonds’ board 
member on ANIC for three years until 2010.

ANIC Chair Brendan Sidhu says of her, “Julie managed 
and guided the Australian Almond Growers Association, 

which was a small fledgling horticultural industry to the 
professional run Almond Board of Australia (ABA). The 
ABA is now recognised as one of the leading horticultural 
industries in Australia in no small part due to Julie’s ability 
to negotiate with a diverse member group”.

We hope to have an interview with Ms Bird in the winter 
issue of Australian Nutgrower.

Hort Innovation’s new deputy chair is Mr Paul Harker, who 
has been a director since 2016, having been re-elected 
by members at last year’s AGM. Mr Harker has more than 
20 years’ experience in retail and is the current Director of 
Buying and Group Replenishment at Woolworths.

The new directors elected by members at the 2020 AGM 
in late November included:
• Tony Kelly. Mr Kelly is backed by some 33 years of 
experience in the horticulture sector, working across 
exporting, importing, wholesaling, transportation, 
distribution and logistics. He has extensive experience as 
a board director, including as Deputy Chair of Brisbane 
Markets Limited.
• Michael Nixon. Mr Nixon grew up in agriculture and is 
one of the largest horticulture growers in the Carnarvon 
area of Western Australia. 
• Victoria Taylor. Ms Taylor has more than two decades 
of experience in agricultural policy, governance and 
communications. She’s an experienced board member 
and a former executive officer of the National Horticulture 
Research Network.

Those that have left the Hort Innovation board are former 
chair Mr Selwyn Snell, former deputy chair Dr Mary 
Corbett and Director Jenny Margetts.
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PIT Success 
The three-year Pistachio Information 
Technology (PIT) Group Project finished 
last December and it seems from an exit 
survey, growers really valued it.

The project leader was Trevor Ranford and the program 
of activities was implemented and managed by Craig 
Feutrill. 

“The aim of the project was to inform growers of the 
latest research and technology in Australia and from 
around the world and contribute to developing the 
industry to a world class standard,” said Trevor Ranford.  

One of the major findings of the survey was that 81% 
of respondents indicated that they had made changes 
in their business as a direct result of participating in, or 
using information generated by the project.

Some of the changes made included: different growing 
methods/tree shaping; pruning techniques; spraying 
and fertiliser delivery; Pest and disease management; 
tree training and irrigation management; different 
methods for managing seedlings and grafted young 

trees; and expanded on and made small modifications 
to the Modified Central Leader (MCL) pruning technique.

90% of the respondents rated the technology transfer 
project as extremely valuable or very valuable, with 90% 
of respondents attending a PIT group meeting outside 
of their region. 

When asked what aspects of the project growers 
found most valuable the following responses were 
noted: Field walks/casual discussion; opportunity to 
meet with researchers, pruning and training, constant 
reinforcement of best cultural practices; guest 
presenters; and keeping up with new developments and 
refreshing the basics.

How do you prefer to learn about outcomes of the 
pistachio R&D program and the latest information and 
technology from Australia and around the world?  The 
top three were: -
 • ‘PIT’ workshops and field days 86%
 • Annual Spring Symposium 81%
 • Fact sheets   81%

More than 400 people from across three states attended 
the 16 meetings held. The responses represent 
1396 hectares of an estimated 2000 hectares (total 
productive/non-productive) of pistachio production area 
in Australia.
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The pro’s of co-ops  
– from experience
More than $50 million in capital 
upgrades, including an expansion 
into New South Wales and the 
addition of a value-adding 
plant in Renmark, are some 
of the highlights from Simon 
Lane’s tenure as chairman of the 
Almondco Australia board.
Mr Lane (pictured right) stepped aside in March last 
year after nearly eight years at the helm, coinciding 
with the adoption of the new company constitution, 
another of his major projects with the co-operative.

He vacated the position with Almondco arguably 
in its strongest ever position but the fact he had 
little agricultural experience compared to a majority 
of board members underlines what he felt was an 
important lesson for all companies and cooperatives 
alike. Almondco’s board structure includes four grower 
directors, two independent directors and a managing 
director.

“I believe one of the keys to the success of Almondco is 
that it has two independent directors, who don’t own 
an almond tree, or own a share in the company,”  Mr 
Lane explained. “In my opinion, it is the best structure 
there is for a co-op.

“Many a co-operative has fallen by the wayside 
because it had the skills of its farmer directors but 
didn’t have the people from different backgrounds 
that are relevant to a well-run company.

Mr Lane has a background in the legal industry. His 
links to Almondco were formed in 2012 after being 
approached by board member and grower, Andrew 
Lacey, following a recommendation from a mutual 
business connection.

“I think they (co-ops) are the only way farmers, be they 
big or small, can ultimately survive.”

Mr Lane’s internal governance and risk mitigation 
focus proved crucial in major investment decisions 
at Almondco, including identifying potential issues 
following the purchase of the primary processing plant 
at Lyrup in February 2012, and the installation of the 
pasteuriser at Renmark at about the same time.

The new primary processing facility redrew the scope 
of Almondco’s business and became one of the 
reasons behind the development of a new company 
constitution.

Another major purpose of the constitution changes 
was to enhance Almondco growers’ capacity to retain 
the company in the hands of its producer members.

“I’ve seen what happens to co-ops when short term 
self-interest prevails over the long term and wider 
interest of the growers,” Mr Lane said.

“This constitution enabled the growers, if they wanted 
to, to have an effective way of keeping control of their 
company so it could remain something that worked 
for the benefit of all growers, all treated consistently 
across the board.

“The destiny will largely be in their hands rather than 
the hands of others, preserving the company as their 
co-op.”

While he spent nearly eight years chairing the board of 
an almond co-op, Mr Lane didn’t leave as an industry 
expert.

“I didn’t know the difference between carmel and 
non-pareil when I arrived and I left Almondco still not 
knowing the difference,” he laughed.

“Part of my thinking with leadership is being able 
to stand back and see big picture stuff, reinforcing 
important relationships and not getting too bogged 
down in detail, other than when strictly necessary. 

Sometimes you have to get into details, but it is crucial 
knowing when you need to and when you don’t, and 
make judgments accordingly.”

Read the whole interview with Simon Lane on the 
Almondco website www.almondco.com.au
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INC News: Online  
conference success
The International Nut and Dried 
Fruit Council (INC) hosted an 
online conference to unite the 
industry in November last year.

It managed to attract 1350 registrants from over 85 
countries and featured discussions on crop estimates, 
nutrition, scientific, and marketing topics, as well as 
three internationally respected keynote speakers. 

Among the key presentations were these presenters:
• Javier Solana, former Secretary General of 
NATO highlighted the importance of multilateral 
organizations;
• Alan Oster, Group Chief Economist for the National 
Australian Bank discussed the economy during and 

after COVID-19; and 
• Haim Israel, Global Strategist and Managing Director 
of Research at Bank of America emphasized the rapidly 
transforming world and what is to come. 

Backed up by increasing plantings, tree nut production 
continues to trend positively and 2020/2021 crops 
are no exception: world production is estimated at 
5.3 million metric tons (almonds, Brazil nuts, cashews, 
hazelnuts, macadamias, pecans, pine nuts and walnuts 
in kernel basis; pistachios in-shell basis), up by 15% 
from 2019/20. 

Overall, pandemic-related demand on nuts and dried 
fruits has favoured online, pantry-stocking and big 
retailers’ sales while reinforcing the already growing 
demand of immunity boosting and plant-based foods.
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Promoting the 
national Maca 
breeding program
The University of Queensland (UQ) 
is spreading news about the work 
of their macadamia researchers 
who are breeding thinner shells for 
bigger kernels and tougher husks 
for resisting pests.
In a recently released news story, UQ’s Professor Bruce 
Topp (pictured) said these combined attributes would 
boost Australia’s $270 million industry, which earns 
$190 million in export income annually. Professor 
Topp leads the over-arching $2.2 million National 
Macadamia Breeding and Evaluation Program (see 
box). 

“Two thirds of every harvested kilogram is in the 
weight of the macadamias’ extremely tough shells. 
That’s a lot of wasted productivity,” Professor Topp said.

“The goal for many growers is to produce less shell 
and more kernel from each nut but with the shell still 
tough enough to resist pests.”

Macadamias are native to south-east Queensland 
and northern New South Wales but are grown 
commercially in places including Hawaii, South Africa 
and Brazil.

UQ, industry and the Queensland Government are 
jointly funding the Queensland Alliance for Agriculture 
and Food Innovation research.

“Tough outer husks help protect the nuts from pests, 
and thinner, inner shells produce larger nuts and 
profits,” said Professor Topp.

“Thinner shells however improve access for the 
macadamia nut borer, a native pest which causes a lot 
of damage to young fruit.

“This requires more on-farm management, but 
biological control strategies are used widely and 
successfully. Growers introduce wasps to control borer 
moths and owls to eat rats; rats and cockatoos quickly 
identify trees with thinner-shelled nuts.”

“Building on decades of macadamia research, we are 
trialling sophisticated genomic technologies in the 
field, aiming to boost Australian macadamia growers’ 
productivity and profitability,” Professor Topp said.

Hort Innovation’s Dr Vino Rajandran said the global 
macadamia industry was currently using cultivars 
more than 60 years old and just a few generations 
from the wild.

“As a comparison, almonds have been cultivated 
for millennia,” Dr Rajandran said. “Based on other 
horticultural tree crops, we estimate that the 
macadamia is only yielding around 30 per cent of its 
potential.

“We are identifying molecular markers for key growth 
and production traits in diverse, wild macadamia 
samples. We hope this research will make Australian-
bred macadamia cultivars the commercial, global 
varieties of choice.”

Macadamias are predicted to be worth $350 million in 
exports by 2025.

Professor Topp
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Professor Topp said the program also was breeding 
for genetic resistance to ‘husk spot’, a fungal disease 
causing immature nut drop and cutting $10 million 
from industry profits a year.

It was also breeding smaller, warmer climate-adapted, 
high-yielding macadamia trees.

Other key researchers in the UQ team for the project 
are Principal Research Fellows: Associate Professors 
Craig Hardner and Femi Akinsanmi and research 
Fellow Dr Mobashwer Alam, all from the Centre of 
Horticultural Science in Queensland Alliance for 
Agriculture and Food Innovation, a research institute 
of UQ.

This research is funded by Hort Innovation using the Macadamia 
Research and Development Levy, Australian Government 
contributions, with support from the Queensland Department 
of Agriculture and Fisheries and UQ. 

Source: UQ News

About the Program
The National Macadamia Breeding and Evaluation 
Program is a five year program which began 
in 2019. It is working to produce new cultivars 
that will provide the industry an advantage over 
international competitors.

Specifically, the Program is evaluating more than 
5,000 second generation progeny seedlings as well 
as creating a further 5,000 progenies in order to 
deliver elite selections that will be put into grower 
trials and regional variety testing sites for further 
evaluation.

Throughout the project, the team will be selecting 
for the industry-defined target traits of yield, tree 
size, nut quality and pest resistance. These target 
traits have been selected with the future in mind 
and will have a focus on adaptation to warmer 
climates.

News In Brief

Aiming high
The American pecan industry says 
it is aiming to make pecans the 
number one nut on the planet in 
terms of both health for humans as 
well as consumption quantity. 

The pecan industry has been an established industry 
for over a century across the southern US, but it has 
done little to move outside of its southern home for 
most of that time. 
 
Since the early 2000s pecan growers have been 
working to promote pecans in new markets and show 
health conscious consumers the versatility of the 
pecan nut as well as the various health benefits to 
humans when consumed on a regular basis. 
 
Over the years growers have managed to increase 
demand for pecans, so much so that pecan prices 
had risen to unsustainable levels. While a recent trade 
war did slow trade of US pecans, it has done nothing 
to slow growth in the US domestic market and other 
markets abroad. 
 

With the new-found growth comes again the issue 
of supply. While growers were out marketing pecans, 
they were not growing the supply nearly as fast. 

The nature of the long term investment of a pecan 
orchard has created a lag in the availability in the 
supply chain. While supplies have caught up with 
today’s market, China has been slowly re-entering 
the picture and with the minimal supply capacity of 
the pecan industry, if the trade landscape changes 
between China and the US, pecan supplies will again 
force buyers to compete for the limited supply. 
 
The industry hopes to change that this time around. The 
pecan industry has made itself much more attractive to 
outside investment over the past few years in hopes of 
attracting new investors and new growers to help keep 
supplies growing alongside demand. 
 
With educational seminars across the US and grower 
organizations in nearly 20 states now the industry is 
getting the word out that they are open for business 
and the market is hungry for new entrants. 
 
Service companies have formed to help onboard new 
entrants with everything from financial planning, to 
orchard installation, to custom scouting, harvesting 
and selling. 

Source: Matthew Bailey, The Pecan Report, Jan 2021
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Dark staining  
on pistachios –  
the next stage
In the summer issue of the Australian 
Nutgrower in 2019 we featured research 
on dark staining on pistachios which 
showed that time of harvesting plays an 
important role in the incidence of dark 
staining. This next research looked at 
what is responsible.

Physiological or pathogenic?
By Bethany Greatz & Barbara Hall

Dark staining of pistachio shells and nuts can cause 
significant reduction in marketable produce. With 
most pistachios sold in shell, the shell quality is of 
utmost importance. While a level of dark staining is 
detected every year, in 2017 some orchards reported 
up to 50% of shells affected by dark stain. As the area 
of pistachio increases and the crop size increases, 
even small levels of dark stain can have a significant 
economic impact. In 2018, the Pistachio Growers 
Association Incorporated (PGAI) appointed AgXtra to 
explore the possible causal agent behind dark staining. 

Between 2017 and 2020 a series of investigations were 
undertaken to ascertain the possible contributing 
factors behind dark staining including; assessment 
of environmental and plant conditions, polyphenol 
oxidase (PPO) testing, susceptible timing for infection 
and appearance of dark stain; histological studies and 
possible pathogenic causes.

Results indicated the key time for development of 
dark stain occurred 10-12 days prior to optimal harvest 
and increased on nuts with prolonged time on the 
tree. Several fungi, the main ones being Alternaria, 
Penicillium and Rhizopus, were commonly isolated from 
shells and hulls of collected nuts, both with and without 
staining. However, findings were inconclusive as to 
whether these fungi were responsible for dark staining.

Over the 2019-20 season, field inoculation studies of 
these three fungi were completed at a commercial 
property located at Peebinga, cv. Siora to further 
determine the role of fungal pathogens in dark 
staining. At 10-15 days prior to expected commercial 
harvest, clusters were inoculated by spraying with a 
spore suspension of the fungi and bagging overnight 
to induce high humidity and encourage infection 
(Figure 1). 

Two controls were included, untreated clusters and 
bagged clusters. As the inoculated cluster were 
bagged overnight, a control was included where the 
clusters were also bagged but only sprayed with water, 
to ensure this action was not affecting the outcome. 

Inoculated and control clusters were collected at first 
and second shake on March 16 and 27 respectively 
and returned to the laboratory, where nuts were 
assessed first for hull damage, then hand hulled and 
assessed for presence of dark and light staining (Fig 2a, 
b). In addition the presence of a grey discoloration was 
also recorded (Fig 3).

No clear correlation was found between any of the 
three fungi and incidence of dark staining (Table 1). 
The levels of grey discoloration were high, but also not 
affected by the fungi. Of the treatments, the highest 
level of dark staining was found on clusters that had 
not been inoculated with fungi or bagged overnight. 

This indicated the fungi applied at that stage had no 
impact on the development of dark staining. These 
fungi are also saprophytic or opportunistic fungi, and 
are most likely feeding on previously damaged tissue 
rather than being the causal agent of dark staining. It 
was also evident that damaged hulls would be more 
likely to contain stained shells, though dark staining 
was also present on shells from hulls with no external 
damage. Therefore, hull condition was not necessarily 
an indication of dark stained nuts.

Where to from here? As the cause of dark staining 
is still unknown but is shown not to be pathogenic, 
further investigations into environmental and 
physiological aspects such as climate data, crop 
management, tannins and possible patterns related to 
staining in orchards may prove fruitful. 
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Treatment no stain grey light dark

Percent of total nuts

UT not bagged 21.96 72.82 0.16 5.06

UT bagged 20.55 76.65 0.4 2.41

Rhizopus 20.81 74.06 0.16 2.97

Penicillium 16.59 79.52 0.08 1.81

Alternaria 20.2 76.75 0.16 3.21

Tukey's HSD P=.05 9.821 10.554 0.499 3.159

Figure 1. Bagged cluster Figure 2. Typical dark staining (a) and light staining (b) as seen on post-harvest sample nuts Figure 3. Grey discoloration noted on 
many nutsstaining (a) and light staining 
(b) as seen on post-harvest sample nuts

For further information contact Richard Porter, Managing director, AgXtra, 6 Pattinson Rd, Newton, SA 5087
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1800 4 OMNIA   
www.omnia.com.au
®  Mega-Kel-P is a registered trademark of Omnia Specialities (Australia) Pty Ltd   AN0221

For more information on how Omnia products fit 
a tree nut program, check out our crop guides 

omnia.com.au/crop-guides

Post Harvest Application

• Formulated macro + micro    
 nutrients and natural biostimulants

• Improves resilience to 
 environmental stress

• Enhances cell division

• Improves calcium uptake

• Improves fruit set

• Increases crop yield potential*the science of growing
N U T R I O L O G Y *

03 5133 9118    www.omnia.com.au

 
 
 

Mega-Kel-P allows you to manipulate crop growth 
to your advantage by scientifically managing plant 
physiology, improving yields and quality with better 
nutrition and fruit set. Apply Mega-Kel-P as a foliar 
spray to new foliage for vital root growth. 

Naturally mined, granulated, continuous 
release boron. One application for up to two 
seasons of safe, plant available boron.

Omnia have a range of products designed to help you increase 
plant growth and crop yield including:

Andrew Doecke
0427 399 708
adoecke@omnia.net.au

Brendan Lauman
0438 776 480
blauman@omnia.net.au

 

®
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Professional 
development 
through INC
INC Academia courses are on 
again and running all year during 
2021. This year, people will have 
the option to choose between 
two self-paced training tracks 
for a more personalised learning 
experience.
 
1. General Industry Track
This combines online lessons, with reading materials, 
videos and self-assessment tests, plus an optional 
intensive on-site course that includes technical visits, 
networking and learning through case studies. It is 
possible to only undertake the online portion of the 
full package.
 
Online Program:
A 3-month online educative program covering the 
basics of the nut and dried fruit industry. The program 
consists of 10 required units totalling 50 hours and 
requires students to select two specialised elective 
courses from the specialised elective track.
 
On-site Course:
The On-site course is a 3-day hands-on intensive 
course which consists of more than 10 hours of 
preparatory tasks and readings, along with networking 
sessions, case studies, and technical visits. Due to 
COVID-19 travel restrictions future on-site course 
locations are yet to be confirmed.
 
2. Specialized Elective Track
This track is organised into four online specialised 
courses. All the courses in this track are electives 
and can be taken individually. They incorporate key 
skills that individuals will find beneficial for their 
professional careers within the nut and dried fruit 
industry. The duration of the courses will be one 
month from the students’ start date. The course(s) 
must be completed by January 2022. 

All courses can start when the participant is ready 
but must be completed by January 2022. Australians 
who have participated in the courses include Jake 

Langdon, Sales Account Manager at Almondco, who 
says he really appreciated its targeted nature of the 
INC Academia course.

“All facets of the learnings related directly to our 
industry and I was able to apply them directly to 
my role. I would recommend the course to anyone 
interested in expanding their knowledge of the nut 
and dried fruit industry.”

Another is Ms Lorin Young, director of Alloway 
Macadamia P/L, who has been involved with the 
Australian macadamia industry as an investor, grower 
and marketer for over 30 years and who had these 
comments to make. 

“The INC Academia course was also the first online 
course I have taken following my years in graduate 
school in the U.S some years ago. 

My expectation when 
I took the course was 
to gain a macro view 
knowledge of the whole 
fruit and nut industry. 
Having been only involved 
with macadamias, I had 
limited knowledge of the 
rest of the nut industry and 
was keen to learn about 
other nuts and fruits as 
well as the issues involved 
with value-adding. 

The course was well designed and the videos were 
very useful in introducing each section as well as 
providing examples of course material. The coverage 
was comprehensive covering all the major aspects 
of the different nuts and fruits without going into 
excessive depth. The course material allowed me 
to gain a good vertically integrated understanding 
from the basics of the nut/fruit varieties, growing 
environments, their processing, packaging, marketing, 
sales and the legalities around packaging, food safety 
and arbitration. 

We often focus on only the product that we work with 
and don’t appreciate that the industry is very much 
integrated from a producer and consumer point of 
view, so I would recommend the INC Academia to 
anyone who wants to have an overview of the industry 
and what is involved.”

For more information visit https://www.nutfruit.org/
industry/inc-academia



Maximise your yield and potential return on investment.

Stoller Solutions help growers achieve greater marketable yield and profit.
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Stoller Solutions for Harvest

When you’re about to start your harvest it’s 
important to consider post-harvest opportunities  
for maximum yield for the season to come.

Commencing harvest? It’s important to consider:

	n Strong, early leaf growth

	n Developing flower buds for next year

	n Water efficiency

	n Post-harvest nutrition, setting up the tree’s reserves to 
support itself during hibernation and allow a strong start 
for next season.
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Introducing the 
‘Hedgehog’ from OMC
Orchard Machinery Corporation 
(OMC) has been bringing innovative 
technology and new capabilities to 
farmers, growers, and orchard managers 
for decades, from tree-saving air pads 
to the more recent Tree Seeker shaker 
automation technology. Leveraging 
that expertise in controls systems 
and manufacturing proficiency, OMC 
has created the Hedgehog, a hedger 
that redefines safe, effective orchard 
maintenance.

The key feature of the Hedgehog is that all controls 
and adjustments are made within the comfort and 
safety of the cab with no external measurements 
or input necessary. All pertinent dimensions, 
measurements, modes, and status indicators are 
available on the large colour display, leading to 
improved safety, increased cutting precision, and 
repeatable results, says OMC.

Power comes from a 4.5L Cummins turbo-diesel 
engine, producing approximately 150kW (200bhp) 
with Stage V emissions performance. A load-sensing 
hydraulic system optimises the hydraulic circuit to 
maximize efficiency and deliver the necessary power 
to get work done. Also standard are an all-wheel-drive 
system with traction control and an all-wheel-steering 
system to improve orchard mobility and agility.
As with all of OMC’s products, the Hedgehog is made 
in the USA at OMC’s Yuba City, California factory by a 
dedicated team of engineers and craftsmen. 

For further information: Neale Bennett, Cowanna 
Almond Harvesting P: 0418 990 391 

WHAT’S 
       NEW?

From Heat and Control, a privately-owned company 
which has a global team with 10 manufacturing facilities, 
11 test centres and more than 30 offices involved in 
testing, design, engineering, manufacturing, installation 
commissioning, user training, spare parts, and provision 
of after sales service.

High volume drying 
and roasting 
The Rotary Dryer Roaster (RDR) is 
the latest product offering from 
Spray Dynamics and gives operators 
complete control to dry or to roast 
in a continuous, gentle, and sanitary 
manner. 

Suitable for nuts and dough-coated nuts, the RDR 
provides high volume convective airflow combined 
with gentle rotary motion that ensures all product is 
uniformly treated with heated air. Operators have full 
control over the roasting or drying process variables, 
enhancing the finished products’ colour, flavour, and 
texture. 

This design handles the raw product in a continuous, 
high-density manner through a unique flighted drum 
that ensures positive motion. Featuring a unique 
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Improvements to 
Orchard-Rite shakers
Orchard-Rite has been manufacturing tree 
shakers for nut harvest since 1990. They build-
in many unique features that set them apart 
from other shakers, include Hydra-Shake for 
faster delivery, AccuShake operating system 

WHAT’S 
       NEW?

Positive temperature control offers 
product uniformity as the RDR 
automatically regulates its own internal 
temperature.d

A variety of product 
characteristics is possible 
by utilising multiple 
processing zones

drum design that facilitates continuous first-in-first-
out product flow and independent fans and burners 
in multiple convection zones, this provides complete 
process control which can be tailored to various 
products.

Heat and Control’s nut snack line capability enables 
food manufacturers to take advantage of the cost 
saving benefits a single source supplier can offer with 
a complete solution for seasoned and coated nut 
snacks, including frying, dryer/roasting, seasoning, 
coating, conveying, weighing, packaging, case packing, 
inspection, and controls.

For more information, get in touch via info@
heatandcontrol.com or visit www.heatandcontrol.com 
or via LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube (search Heat and 
Control).

On the machinery front 
Kubota’s M5-1ROPS  
suits under canopy work  
Australian nut growers have more horse 
power, versatility and options to draw on 
following the release of Kubota’s M5-1 
ROPS Models in Standard and Narrow 
configuration. 

The M5-1 ROPS (Roll-Over Protective Structures) 
engine technology has been redesigned to give 
maximum horsepower at the lower engine speed of 
2400 rpm while M5-1 Standard ROPS transmissions 
have been kept simple with 18 gears while still 
delivering the operator plenty of choice. 

The nature of the ROPS tractor ensures it can easily fit 
under canopies, compared to a cabin version, and the 
transmission of the M5-1 Narrow feature dual speed 
splitters offering a total of 36 speeds for a multitude of 
applications in nut orchards.

New – quieter – Kubota RTV520
Kubota Australia’s new RTV520 sets a higher standard 
in performance and comfort for drivers. Building on 
the proven RTV500, the new RTV520 sports a bold 
new look, improved suspension and increased engine 
displacement. 

The new water-cooled two-cylinder engine, with 17.4 
horsepower, is just as quiet as the previous model with 
very little vibration. Noise at operator’s ears remains at 
83dBA, keeping things quiet while driving around the 
orchard. 

The redesigned hood features a new front grille, and 
improved headlight design to ensure greater visibility 
to manoeuvre around trees. A new five link rear 
system increases rear suspension stroke by 30% and 
front suspension stroke by 20% to keep the operator 
comfortable on all terrains. 

For more information go to kubota.com.au
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Fertigation now 
readily accessible 
Yara has released a new range of 
highly soluble NPK compound 
granular fertilisers that can be 
applied via ‘simple’ irrigation systems.

YaraRega fertilisers – derived from the old Norse word 
for ‘rain’ – feature a special coating that protects the 
granules during storage and handling yet dissolves 
readily in water.

Yara Crop Nutrition Commercial Manager, Paul Eitzen, 
says the technology means fertigation is now readily 
accessible to all vegetable and fruit growers.

for a uniform shake and the WetHead cooling 
and lubrication system. Since then, they have 
added LED lights on the front, rear and shaker 
side of the head for better visibility during 
nighttime harvest. 

This year they have added floatation tyres and 
differential lock options for use in sandy and/or damp 
conditions as well in winter shaking, or ‘Mummy Shake’ 
as it is known, to remove old nuts from trees before 
they can spread disease. The floatation tyres create a 
larger footprint for the sandy or damp conditions and 
far less soil compaction than when using shakers with 
tracks in heavier soil types. 

Additionally, in 2021 Orchard-Rite is offering a 
Caterpillar Extended Platinum Plus engine warranty for 
5 years / 2,500 hours. This is a full engine warranty that 
includes overtime plus travel time and comes standard 
with all 2021 Orchard-Rite tree shaker machines. 

For further information: Ray Pickering Sunrise Ag, P: 0427 
283 220, or Darren Graetz, Tundarri, P: 08 8522 2188

“They deliver a balanced and efficient source of 
essential macro- and micro-nutrients for optimal 
growth and quality and more importantly, they are 
highly water soluble and can be delivered via macro, 
micro and overhead sprinklers or furrow irrigation 
systems.

“This means fertigation is now a practical and cost-
effective option for all producers.

“Alternatively, they can be broadcast as a soil 
application before anticipated rainfall or irrigation,” Mr 
Eitzen added.

YaraRega 13-2-21 contains a balance of nitrogen (13%), 
phosphorus (1.75%) and potassium (20.8%), as well as 
the  , sulphur (9%), magnesium (0.42%), boron (0.08%) 
and zinc (0.08%). 

“This balance is ideal for crops that require high amounts 
of nitrogen and potassium but have low phosphorus 
requirements, such as tree crops,” Paul says.

“40 percent of the nitrogen is present as ammonium 
nitrate, meaning it is available for immediate plant 
uptake and reducing nitrogen losses caused by 
volatilisation.
 
Other formulations include 9-0-30 +S and 15-7-13 +S, 
Mg, Boron and Zinc.

YaraRega formulations are 99% soluble, with any 
residues having a negligible particle size of less than 
100 microns.

“By comparison, standard 
granular fertilisers can contain 
up to 20 percent ‘fillers’, coarse 
and insoluble particles that can 
block filters and drips,” Paul says



WHAT’S 
       NEW?

A finer cut
In 2021 Fischer is introducing the Fischer 
CANGURO 350 / 400 / 450 / 550 / 650 and 
700 mower range, an affordable large area 
finishing mower offering four or six blade 
rotors depending on size. 

The CANGURO is built using components focusing 
on simplicity to maintain the orchard floor effectively. 
Fischer says the mower has all the necessary ingredients 
to allow a fine cut and even side-discharge if required. 
The wings of the mower can be folded up for transport 
and storage. 

The CANGURO is available with a hydraulically 
engageable transport axle and removable tow-bar 
assembly on request - it offers significant savings in 
comparison to other brands, according to Jurg Muggli, 
Fischer’s representative in Australia. 

Next Generation Weeding 
The relatively new method of using the roller-hoe 
‘Rollhacke’ combined with a heavy-duty finger-weeder 
‘Fingerhacke’ is an invention that originated in Germany. 

Manufactured by two different companies, the devices 
were developed to find an efficient, chemical-free way 
to control weeds in organic vegetable production. 
However, it didn’t take long to find its way into the tree-
crop and grape growing industries. Fischer now offers a 
modular support frame system called Flex1 and Flex2. 
The frame system is purpose-designed for operating 
the roller hoe and finger weeders alongside many other 
tree-line weeding devices. 

The system’s popularity is not surprising, it offers 
genuine advantages says Jurg Muggli: entirely 
propelled by the motion of the tractor (no motors and 
sensor systems); a recommended operating speed of 6 - 
10km/h. 3; and it requires very little maintenance.

For more information: www.fischeraustralis.com.au
     

Next Generation Weeding with the Fischer Flex1 and Flex2


The relatively new method of using the roller-hoe !Rollhacke"#combined with 
a heavy-duty finger-weeder !Fingerhacke"#is an invention that originated in 
Germany. Manufactured by two different companies, the devices were 
developed to find an efficient, chemical-free way to control weeds in organic 
vegetable production. However, it didn't take long to find its way into the 
tree-crop and grape growing industries.


The ‘Fischer Factory’ offers a modular support frame system called Flex1 
and Flex2. The frame system is purpose-designed for operating the roller 
hoe and finger weeders alongside many other tree-line weeding devises.


The system's popularity is not surprising, it offers genuine advantages; 


1. It is entirely propelled by the motion of the tractor (no motors and sensor 
systems).


2.  It has a recommended operating speed of 6 - 10km/h. 


3.  It requires very little maintenance.


RINIERI Bio-Dynamic
The recently released RINIERI Bio-Dynamic 
product line is designed for fast weeding in 
orchards and vineyards with working speed up 
to 12 km/h. 

The Bio-Star is available in three different sizes (540mm, 
700mm or 950mm diameter) and in three different 
consistencies: soft, medium or hard.

The RINIERI Bio-Dynamic products have two characteristic 
features: the Bio-Disc tills the soil and moves it towards the 
plants, the fingers of the Bio-Star work the soil between the 
plants. The Bio-Disc version for orchards can have three or 
four discs. 

In the standard single version of the Bio-Dynamic, the 
working tools can be tilted manually or the option for a 
hydraulic tilting mode. In the double version ‘Duo’, manual 
and hydraulic inclination are optional as well as hydraulic 
side shifting. A side shoot remover SRV and two different 
types of rear rollers (classic toothed roller or a Bio-Roller 
that cuts the grass in the middle of the row) are available 
for all models. The Bio-Dynamic is available for rear or front 
mounting.

Contact Kubpower in SA for further information:  
Gepps Cross 08 8139 7200, Summertown 08 8390 3017 
& Naracoorte 08 8762 0123
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9820P Harvester  
by Weiss McNair
 
Weiss McNair’s latest addition to their suite 
of harvesters is the 9820P. This brand new 
model continues to improve on the high 
capacity and serviceability of the popular 
9800P harvester. 

The 9820P has optimized hydraulics that run cooler, 
boasts a newer gearbox that simplifies belt changes, 
while still effectively harvesting the heaviest windrows. 
In addition, the new model has easy access to critical 
parts for convenient servicing and includes onboard 
PTO stowage. 

The development team at Weiss optimised the 
hydraulics throughout the machine, based on the 
successful improvements for the 9810. Refreshed 
pumps, motors and hydraulic tank, coupled by a new 
hydraulic circuit, drive the improvements. Active 
cooling boosts the bankout option flexibility. Together 
these innovations lead to improved efficiency and 

improved thermal performance that let the machine 
do more to bring in your harvest.

The long intermediate dirt chain is carried forward, 
dropping dirt through the chain before the proven 
vacuum system pulls debris from the crop, delivering 
less dust and a cleaner harvest. Extra-large rear 
balloon tires provide maximum flotation for reduced 
compaction.

Serviceability is improved by a vacuum housing 
and tunnel designed for easier access and no-weld 
replacement. Finally, optional work lights operate 
under tractor control, a new feature of this redesign. 

For further information: Steve Paltridge, Weiss McNair 
Australian representative, P: 0429 345 366
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The top 20 of 2020’s 
most inspiring 
macadamia products 
Jacqui Price, Australian Macadamias 
Market Development Manager 
reports…
As 2020 drew to a close, we took the opportunity 
to review how macadamias featured on the global 
product development stage throughout the year. It was 
fascinating to uncover all the ways brands embraced 
macadamias as an ingredient that adds taste, texture, 
indulgence and health credentials to a range of 
food and beverage products. From milk to beer and 
everything in between, here are the most inspiring 
macadamia product discoveries for the unusual year 
that was 2020.

WELLNESS WAVE
Health and wellbeing took centre stage last year, 
spurred on by the pandemic. 

1. Teeccino Prebiotic Superboost Herbal Tea – 
Macadamia Flavour (USA): These new prebiotic 
superboost tea bags were created to help promote 
good gut health, with ‘Macadamia’ featuring as a flavour 
variant.
2. Toyo Nut Terragrano ‘Nuts For Beauty’ Pop-
Up Store (Japan): A unique pop-up store in Tokyo 

showcased the health and beauty benefits of nuts 
including macadamias. Consumers could purchase a 
personalised 5-day box set of nuts recommended for 
their needs by an in-store dietitian. 
3. Butterfly Superfood Nut Butters (USA): Blending 
macadamias, walnuts and cashews, this brand delivers 
on function and fun with experimental flavours 
including Chocolate Reishi, Cinnamon Vanilla, and 
Rosemary.
4. Cymbiotika Bio Charged Activated Charcoal 
Dietary Supplement (USA): An activated charcoal 
blend containing organic sprouted macadamia nuts, 
said to assist in ‘longevity and nutritional support’.
5. Taika Macadamia Latte (USA): Promoted as 
“coffee that accentuates reality” this beverage contains 
macadamia milk, caffeine, adaptogens and functional 
mushrooms, with a coffee ice cream flavour. 

YEAR OF MACADAMIA MILK
2020 felt like macadamia milk’s moment, with a host of 
new brands and markets entering the category.

6. Vitasoy HEALTH PLUS Plant Milk with 
Macadamia & Almond (China): A combined 
macadamia and almond milk for health-conscious 
consumers with a high plant protein content and a rich, 
nutty taste.
7. Kikkoman Macadamia Milk (Japan): This is Japan’s 
first domestically-made mainstream macadamia milk 
and it contains Australian grown macadamias, with the 
origin promoted on front of pack.
8. Bickford’s Macadamia Premium Plant Milk 
(Australia): Barista-ready macadamia milk free from 
preservatives and artificial sweeteners, colours and 
flavours, inspired by “the health of ourselves and the 
planet”.
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CONTINUED RISE OF PLANT-BASED 
Macadamias featured in numerous plant based 
innovations last year.

9. Jumbo Lekker Tasty Veggie Nut Burger and 
Tasty Veggie Nutballs (Netherlands): Pre-cooked 
meat substitutes based on nuts including macadamias, 
and soy protein, with added iron and B12, from Dutch 
supermarket chain Jumbo.
10. Flying Squirrel Plant-Based Camembert 
(Ireland): Made from macadamias and cashews, 
this Camembert alternative features the white rind 
and creamy centre you’d expect from a traditional 
camembert.
11. iggi’s Non Dairy Yoghurt (USA): With a short 
ingredient list that includes macadamias, this “not-too-
sweet coconut concoction”, has 3 times more protein 
and 40% less sugar than leading yoghurt alternatives.
12. Milkadamia macadamia oil spray (USA): While 
other plant based oils have been available in spray 
form for many years, sprayable macadamia oil is a 
rarer find. It boasts a “rich, buttery taste without the 
cholesterol.”

PROVENANCE MEETS INDULGENCE
Carefully curated local ingredients combine to create 
uniquely indulgent and sophisticated treats. 

13. Haigh’s Dark Archie Rose Signature Dry Gin 
Ganache (Australia): Native botanicals in Archie Rose 
Signature Dry Gin combine with peppermint gum, 
mountain pepper leaf, macadamias and sandalwood 
nuts to create a complex dark chocolate. 
14. KoKo Black Macadamia & Spotted Gum Honey 
Caramelised White Chocolate Block (Australia): 
Described as “native ingredients and superfoods 

reimagined in chocolate,” this chocolate delivers a 
“nostalgic biscuit-like” flavour

MACADAMIAS AS SELF-CARE
Two high-profile beauty launches featured macadamia 
oil as a hero ingredient.

15. Go-To Face Hero extra (Australia): Cult 
Australian skin care brand Go-To relaunched its best-
selling Face Hero oil in luxurious gold packaging with 
macadamia oil flagged on front of pack. 
16. Macabalm (Australia): An organic macadamia 
moisturising balm suitable for everyday skin concerns. 
A multi-tasking balm, it hydrates, heals and illuminates. 

COMFORTABLY FUN
Products that offered comfort or fun were a popular 
antidote to the anxieties of 2020. 

17. T2 Blueberry Crumble Tea (Australia): Loose 
leaf flavoured black tea described as ‘comforting and 
warming for the soul’ with blueberries, chocolate 
flakes and macadamias.
18. MyMuesli Apple Macadamia Cinnamon 
Granola (Germany): A cozy Christmas product 
combining granola, oatmeal, roasted macadamias, 
apple pieces, plums and salted caramel crispies.
19. Bestore Sparkling Hawaiian Macadamia, 
Sakura & White Peach Flavour (China): Sparkling 
beverages are nothing new, but in China, it’s a concept 
that has now entered the snacking space with the 
launch of these flavoured macadamias that ‘sparkle’ on 
the tongue. 
20. Other Half Brewing BA BANANAVERSARY 
Imperial Stout (USA): A dessert-inspired beer 
combining bourbon barrel aged stout with bananas, 
macadamias, coconut and vanilla to create “bourbon 
banana goodness.”



YaraRega water-soluble NPK compound fertilisers are 

developed specifically for delivery using pivot, sprinkler,  

low-tech drip or furrow irrigation systems. YaraRega features 

a special coating that protects granules during handling and 

storage yet dissolves readily in water. Delivering a balanced 

supply of plant-available macro and micro nutrients, 

YaraRega is suitable for use in a wide range of fruit and 

vegetable crops. Contact Yara and find out how YaraRega 

can turn your irrigation water into a top drop.

1800 684 266 au.sales@yara.com @yara_australia yara.com.au

The top drop for fertigation
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Soil Acidity and Erosion
By Darren Cribbes, conNEXUS global Pty Ltd

Throughout north east Victoria, increasing farm 
diversity and activity may be increasing risk of soil 
acidity and soil erosion, impacting on agricultural 
production and environmental value. Chestnuts 
Australia Incorporated, in cooperation with conNEXUS 
global and Trevor Ranford, have been conducting a 
demonstration project with funding from North East 
Catchment Management Authority aimed to raise 
awareness of soil acidity and erosion and to assist 
growers identify and reduce these risks to maintain 
and improve agricultural and environmental qualities.

Included in this project are numerous soils analysis, 
demonstration sites, and presentations covering these 
topics in more detail. Two local service providers are 
contributing, Native Seeds providing seed for the small 
plot demonstration, and TAFCO Rapidfert contributing 
limestone and spreading services in the region.

Soil health context
Soil health is the ability of the soil to function, 
providing a sustainable resource for economic, social 
and environmental benefit. With a soil health context 
in this project, we define constraint issues of acidity 
and erosion, and can work to practically improve soil 
health conditions for the local and broader catchment 
environment.

Soil health relating to acidity and erosion relates to 
the potential for change in the soil environment that 
contributes to increasing acidity or loss of soil due to 
erosion. Practices on farm that contribute to either of 
these impacts require to be measured, understood 
and managed. 

Nitrogen form, for example, has an impact on 
acidification of soils. Use of ammonium-based 
nitrogen fertiliser will increase acidity more so that a 
nitrate based product. 

Salinity in soils contributes to a decline in aggregation 
predisposing small soil particles being more readily 
moved during rainfall or irrigation events.

Removal of nutrients in the harvested crop such as 
calcium, further exacerbates the decline in soil health 
and contribute to acidity and erosion.

Acidity and pH
pH is the measure of acidity in soil water and measures 
hydrogen (H). It is best measured in a lab as part of 
your regular soil testing. I also recommend to request 
Sikora Buffer pH. This is used to calculate the correct 
amount of lime to apply in acid soils.
The soil pH scale is logarithmic. A whole number is 10 

times larger or smaller than the one next to it. If a soil 
has a pH of 7.0 and this pH is lowered to pH 6.0, the 
acid content of that soil is increased 10 times. If the pH 
is lowered further to pH 5.0, the acid content becomes 
100 times greater than at pH 7.0. The logarithmic 
nature of the pH scale means that small changes in a 
soil pH can have large effects on nutrient availability 
and plant growth. It is important to recognise this, 
and your agronomist will advise you on methods to 
maintain good soil pH. 

pH is also a lag measure, it is a result of environment, 
weather, management and crop. When reviewing your 
soil test, less focus on the pH, and more focus on how 
it got to where it is, is way more important. 

Over time, soil tends to decrease in pH. This process 
is acidification and is driven by the loss of cations 
calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, leaching of 
nitrate and the addition of acid-forming cations. 
Acidity itself is not responsible for restricting plant 
growth. Instead, biological processes favourable to 
plant growth can be negatively affected by acidity.
Soil pH will vary at different depths, referred to as 
stratification, and provides quite a challenge to amend 
this issue.

Nutrient availability changes with soil pH, which is one 
important aspect for growers to manage. As acidity 
increases, some of the elements such as aluminium 
become more soluble and impact root health, and 
plant growth. 

Buffer pH
Buffer pH is the result after the lab has added a 
liming material. In this test, a chemical mixture 
called a buffering solution is added and functions 
like extremely fast-acting lime to measure the soils 
natural capacity to resist change. Too determine a 
lime recommendation, the laboratory looks at the 
difference between the original soil pH and the ending 
pH after the buffering solution. 

Acidity: Key Points
• pH is a Master variable.
• effects chemical, physical, and biological properties 
of soils.
• Nutrient availability (optimum pH for most crops is 
5.5 - 7), lower pH decreases availability of essential 
nutrients.
• Metal toxicity and solubility e.g., Al toxicity at pH <5.5 
(also Mn solubility and toxicity)
• Microbial activity (especially important in the N cycle) 

Erosion
Erosion is a natural process and is exacerbated by 
practices such as land clearing, overgrazing, and 
tillage. From a growers perspective, erosion removes 
the most fertile part of the topsoil holding plant 
nutrients and soil organic matter. 
The main agent of erosion are water, wind and gravity. 
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Soil acidity and erosion continued...

Water erosion 
The north east regions high rainfall creates a 
particularly vulnerable environment to water erosion. 
Current rates of erosion by water across much of 
Australia now exceed soil formation rates. 
The latest assessment concluded that soil erosion 
by water in Australian cropping regions is still at 
unsustainable rates, but there are large uncertainties 
about the time until soil loss will have a critical impact 
on agricultural productivity. 
Environmental impacts of excessive sedimentation 
and nutrient delivery on inland waters, estuaries and 
coasts are already occurring.
The key to controlling soil erosion by water is 
maintenance of a protective cover such as plants as 
ground cover, crop litter, and mulch on the soil surface. 

Splash erosion 
Splash erosion is the first stage of the erosion process. 
It occurs when raindrops hit bare soil. The explosive 
impact breaks up soil aggregates. The particles block 
the spaces between soil aggregates, so that the soil 
forms a crust that reduces infiltration and increases 
runoff. 

Sheet erosion 
Sheet erosion is the removal of soil in thin layers by 
raindrop impact and shallow surface flow. It results 
in loss of the finest soil particles that contain most of 
the available nutrients and organic matter in the soil. 
Soil loss is so gradual that the erosion usually goes 
unnoticed, but the cumulative impact accounts for 
large soil losses. 

Vegetation cover is vital to prevent sheet erosion 
because it protects the soil, impedes waterflow and 
encourages water to infiltrate into the soil. The surface 
water flows that cause sheet erosion rarely flow for 
more than a few metres before concentrating into rills. 

Rill erosion 
Rills are shallow drainage lines that develop as surface 
water concentrates in depressions or low points in the 
landscape 

Gully erosion 
Gullies are channels deeper than 30cm that cannot 
be removed by normal cultivation. They can be 
spectacular to look at but over time actually lose less 
soil than sheet and rill erosion. Gullies occur when 
smaller water flows concentrate and cut a channel 
through the soil. 

Erosion: Key Points
• Effects on environmental quality and productivity.
• Loss of soil organic matter (SOM), clay, and nutrient 
reduces productivity.
• Formation of rills and gullies impacts management. 
• Sedimentation in waterways.
• Delivery of nutrients to surface water impacting 
water quality.

References
Bui EN, Hancock GJ, Chappell A & Gregory LJ (2010). Evaluation of 
tolerable erosion rates and time to critical topsoil loss in Australia, CSIRO 
Sustainable Agriculture Flagship, Canberra.
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Native grass such as Microleana is being demonstrated in chestnut trees near 
Stanley, VIC.  This planting has had little preparation, is under deep shade, and 
appears to be thriving. 
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Chestnut blight  
fight continues 
Victorian chestnut growers are being 
supported with a range of new materials 
to manage chestnut blight on their trees. 

Chestnut blight was first detected in north-east 
Victoria in 2010. Despite extensive efforts to eradicate 
the exotic plant disease, it remains present in Victoria 
and in 2019 was determined difficult to eradicate. 

Victoria’s Acting Chief Plant Health Officer Dr Stephen 
Dibley encouraged growers and other landowners 
with chestnut trees to use these resources to help look 
for and manage chestnut blight on their property. 

The resources include a new ‘Managing chestnut 
blight free; online course, a guide to managing 
chestnut blight, a chestnut blight surveillance form 
and posters for display in workplaces and packing 
sheds. 

“Growers are our first line of defence against chestnut 
blight, to minimise it spreading. Please inspect 

your chestnut and oak trees every three months for 
chestnut blight symptoms,” Dr Dibley said. 

“Chestnut blight is a disease of chestnut and oak 
trees, caused by a fungus that grows underneath the 
bark and creates cankers, which slowly surround the 
infected trunk, stem or branch and eventually kill the 
tree. Early detection is key. Landholders should destroy 
infected trees within 14 days of detection – this is 
critical to minimising the spread of chestnut blight.

“All infected plant 
material must be burnt 
completely to ash as 
chestnut blight can 
survive on partially 
burnt material, dead 
and buried wood.”

Dr Dibley said 
Agriculture Victoria 
was supporting 
industry to lead and 
deliver a strong, 
effective and 
sustainable long-term 
management program. 

Brian Casey, Chair of Chestnuts Australia Inc Chestnut 
Blight Committee, said that during the first few years 
of the response many infected trees were removed 
including some whole orchards and since then there 
have been only a few infected trees detected. The 
new industry led management program will be built 
around self-inspection and recording in an agreed 
national platform. 

“Chestnut blight has the potential to decimate the $85 
million farm gate investment by Australian Chestnut 
producers and the annual production of $10 million,” 
Mr Casey said. 

“The newly appointed Chestnut Industry Biosecurity 
Officer, Elke Jasper, will work with growers, other 
landowners and the community to build a strong and 
resilient program over the next five years.”

Report suspected detections to the Industry 
Biosecurity Officer at ibo@chestnutsaustralia.com.au 
in Victoria. Interstate detections should be reported to 
the national Exotic Plant Pest Hotline on 1800 084 881.

For more information and to access the resources, visit 
agriculture.vic.gov.au or www.chestnutsaustraliainc.
com.au, or call the Agriculture Victoria Customer 
Contact Centre on 136 186. 
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The law & YOU
The second in an occasional 
series of articles by Andy Gibson, 
lawyer and also President of the 
Hazelnut Growers of Australia, this 
time looking at the importance of 
getting contracts right. 

An understanding of contract law will help you 
understand not only what a contract is and how it is 
created, but also what your rights and obligations are 
under a contract. This knowledge is important if things 
should go wrong - you can’t stand up in court and say 
you didn’t know. 

And do you know the best thing about a contract? If 
you are not in breach, you know you are going to get 
paid or get what you paid for, because if you do not, 
then that amounts to a breach of contract which in 
turn gives rise to legal consequences for the party in 
breach.

Agreement versus contract
From the outset it is important to understand that 
while the words ‘agreement’ and ‘contract’ are often 
used interchangeably, they have different meanings 
in law. The latter has legal consequences while the 
former doesn’t.

Essentially, an ‘agreement’ is an informal arrangement 
or understanding between two or more parties 
without any intention of creating legal relations, each 
party relying on the other to honour their promise/s. 
A person who fails to perform a non-contractual 
promise has no legal liability. The law cannot get 
involved. So entering into an agreement with no 
intention of creating legal relations is risky business 
practice and creates uncertainty. 

A contract is a form of agreement. It contains a 
promise/s between the parties but the difference is 
that now the parties intend those promises to legally 
binding. 

In the event of a party not carrying out their promise/s 
(a breach), the innocent party can enforce the contract 
in the courts. It is the performance of the promise/s 
and their legal enforceability which make the 
difference between an agreement and a contract. 
Where there is a breach of contract, the party not 
in breach (the innocent party) may have a range 
of options available to them. This can depend on 
what (and whether) the parties said about dispute 
settlement in the contract, if anything. Often the 
contract is silent because the parties never think 
anything can go wrong. Optimism can be a dangerous 
(and expensive) thing.

Terms and conditions
It is important to understand that the terms and 
conditions that you find in a contract are put there 
by the parties to try and ensure that each party 
understands what their obligations are under the 
contract. 

It is up to the parties what goes in, or doesn’t, as the 
case may be. These become the terms and conditions. 
So think carefully about what you want to include, and 
why, because what you are ‘playing’ with is going to 
become a legally enforceable agreement. 

Some tips
What are some of the more important things to do, or 
be aware of, when dealing with contracts to minimise 
a problem or resolve an issue?

• Oral contracts – an evidentiary problem
Oral contracts can be a problem in business because 
the only evidence of a contract is what the parties 
do. When it comes to remembering exactly what 
was said, and what was agreed to, 20 minutes ago is 
hard enough but try remembering back to what you 
were doing a year ago. Even with a diary record, good 
luck! You may remember things in general terms but 

What do I need to know about contracts?
One of the most important areas of law you 
will encounter as a grower (or business person 
or consumer) is contract law. It plays a crucial 
role in your business as it underpins nearly all 
transactions involving your business (and much 
of your life’s transactions). 
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exactly what was said and you agreed to is going to be 
a problem. Be very wary of oral contracts as they lack 
certainty and can be a problem waiting to happen. 

• Carefully read a contract
The disadvantage of having a contract in writing is 
that you have to read it so that you know what you are 
getting into and committing to with the other party. 
Where the contract is in writing now there is at least 
some documentation available to refer to.

• Standard form contracts
A standardised agreement (or standard form 
contract) is typically used by larger organisations. 
A standardised contract contains the same clauses, 
terms and conditions for all users. 
These contracts attempt to cover all contingencies 
including the grower’s ability to supply and delivery 
times, quantity, quality, rejection, pricing and waivers 
and note they are usually offered on a ‘take it or leave 
it’ basis. There is often little room for negotiation. 
Another important reason why it is important to read 
(and understand) the terms and conditions is they 
generally favour the buyer and not the grower. 

• When should I sign a contract?
Only sign a contract after you have read it. And initial 
the bottom of each page as evidence that you have 
read and accepted the content on each page. By 
initialling each page it makes it hard for the other party 
to slip in a few extra pages with clauses containing 
terms you may not agree to. If you have signed a 
contract without first reading and understanding it, 
then you must like living dangerously!

• Should I use a solicitor?
This depends on your understanding and command of 
the English language, the value in dollar terms of the 
agreement and the complexity of the document. But 
if there are things you don’t understand, or you just 
want an explanation of what you are committing to, 
then it may be the cheapest money you ever spend!

• Terms
Terms are the heart and soul of a contract and they 
differ between contracts, depending on what the 
contract is for, and what is important for you. For 
example, if you use contractors to harvest you would 
want to include terms covering (and this is not an 
exhaustive list): 
• what you want them to do and when they are to do it;
• standard of work;
• how they are to be paid and whether there are 
performance bonuses;
• third party responsibility, who is responsible for 
cleaning up, who is responsible for damage to 
property, stock and crops;
• do they have current insurance, what does it cover, 
and for what amount (and you need to see evidence of 
the policy and take notice of the expiry date); 

• do they have employees and who is responsible for 
them; and
• are there any exclusions, waivers or disclaimers. 
Occupier’s liability and negligence are big issues 
here, so it is important you limit, as much as possible, 
exposure to liability with appropriately worded clauses 
incorporated into the contract with the contractor.

• Dispute settlement
It is always a good idea to have a clause on dispute 
settlement. If a contract is silent on this point, and 
this is often the case, then in the event of a dispute 
the issue may finish up in the courts. But remember 
litigation is both expensive and time consuming. 
But if you do finish up in court the normal common 
law remedy is damages (monetary compensation). 

Depending on the nature of the breach two other 
remedies, and both are discretionary and awarded 
at the discretion of a Supreme Court, if you are not 
the party in breach (the innocent party) are specific 
performance (an order facing a party in breach to 
carry out their obligations under the contract) and 
an injunction (to stop the party in breach from doing 
something). These options are not available for breach 
of a non-contractual agreement.

Seriously, litigation is very expensive and you really 
need to do a cost benefit analysis to decide what is 
the best course of action to take to resolve a dispute. 
Sometimes a matter in dispute is not worth the cost of 
litigation through the courts. 

• Other dispute settlement options
There are other, and cheaper (and quicker), options 
available that are worth considering. A good 
alternative is alternative dispute resolution, such as 
mediation and/or arbitration to think about. 
In summary, on important business matters make sure 
you have a contract so you know you are going to get 
paid or get what you paid for because if you don’t, 
then that amounts to a breach of contract and you 
have the legal right to pursue the other party. 
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MORE 
POSITIVE 
RESULTS 
ABOUT NUTS 

The effect of nut consumption on diet quality, 
cardiometabolic and gastrointestinal health in 
children: A systematic review of randomized 
controlled trials. (2021). 
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/2/454

An Australian review paper has found that eating nuts 
improves kids’ diet quality. Children aged 8-18 years 
who ate nuts had better intakes of essential nutrients, 
including mono- and polyunsaturated fats, protein 
and fibre. The review considered the outcomes of 
four randomised controlled trials, lasting between 
three and 16 weeks, and in which nut consumption 
ranged from 15-30g. The review also found that far 
less is known about the health benefits (specifically, 
cardiometabolic and gastrointestinal) of nuts for 
children, compared with the wealth of evidence in 
adults.

Nut consumption for cognitive performance: A 
systematic review. (2020).

https://academic.oup.com/advances/advance-article-
abstract/doi/10.1093/advances/nmaa153/6039535 

This review looked at the link between nut intake 
and cognitive performance. Twenty-two studies, 
involving 43,793 adults, were included in the review. 
The researchers found a lack of consistency across 
the studies when it came to study design, the types 
of nut used, and the cognitive outcomes measured. 
As a result, they concluded that, to date, the evidence 
is inconsistent when it comes to nut consumption 
having a protective effect on cognition. They found 
that studies targeting populations with a higher risk 
of cognitive decline tended to have a more favourable 
outcome.

Barriers and facilitators to nut consumption: A 
narrative review. (2020).

https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/23/9127 

A low intake of nuts (and seeds) is one of the leading 
risk factors for death and disability adjusted life years 
in many countries. Despite this, most people do 
not meet current recommendations for nut intake. 
This research explores why. The researchers discuss 
common barriers to intake, such as confusion about 
the effect of nuts on body weight, perceptions that 
nuts are high in fat, or too expensive, and challenges 
due to dentition issues or nut allergies. 

Association of total nut, tree nut, peanut, and 
peanut butter consumption with cancer incidence 
and mortality: A comprehensive systematic review 
and dose-response meta-analysis of observational 
studies. (2020).

https://academic.oup.com/advances/advance-
article-abstract/doi/10.1093/advances/
nmaa152/6031314?redirectedFrom=fulltext 

This newly-published review collated the findings from 
52 published papers. It found a protective association 
between total nut and tree nut intake and the risk of 
cancer and its mortality. A 5g/day increase in total nut 
intake was linked with a 3%, 6% and 25% lower risk of 
overall, pancreatic, and colon cancers, respectively. For 
cancer mortality, the researchers found an 18% risk 
reduction with higher intakes of tree nuts. In addition, 
a 5g/day increase in total nut intake was linked with a 
4% lower risk of dying from cancer.

Nuts and older adults’ health: A narrative review. 
(2021)

https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/4/1848 

This review collated the findings from past studies 
which looked at the effects of nuts on age-related 
diseases. Specifically, the researchers considered the 
potential for nut consumption to effect telomere 
length, sarcopenia, and cognitive function – all major 
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markers for age-related conditions. Based on data to 
date, they suggest that nut consumption, especially 
when part of a healthy diet or over a prolonged period, 
is linked with positive outcomes, such as longer 
telomere length, reduced risk of sarcopenia and better 
cognition. But further longer-term intervention studies 
are needed. 

Effect of a nut-enriched low-calorie diet on body 
weight and selected markers of inflammation 
in overweight and obese stable coronary artery 
disease patients: A randomized controlled study. 
(2020).

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41430-020-00819-9

This randomised controlled trial compared the effects 
of a ‘nut-enriched’ low-calorie diet with a ‘nut-free’ 
low-calorie diet, on body weight and inflammatory 
markers in overweight or obese adults with coronary 
artery disease. Sixty-seven adults took part in the 
eight-week study. Participants in both groups lost a 
similar amount of weight, confirming that eating nuts 
within a weight management diet can still lead to 
weight loss. The nut group also had improvements in 
some inflammatory markers (ICAM-1 and IL-6), which 
were not seen in the nut-free group. 

Consumption of dietary nuts in midlife and risk of 
cognitive impairment in late-life: the Singapore 
Chinese Health Study. (2020).

https://academic.oup.com/ageing/advance-article-
abstract/doi/10.1093/ageing/afaa267/6041160 

This prospective cohort study looked at data from 
16,737 participants in the Singapore Chinese Health 
Study. Intake of nuts was assessed at 45–74 years old 
(mean age = 53.5 years), and cognitive function at 
61–96 years old (mean age = 73.2 years). Cognitive 
impairment was found in 2,397 people. Compared 
with those who consumed <1 serving/month of nuts, 
participants who consumed ≥2 servings/week had a 
21% lower risk of cognitive impairment. This appeared 
to partly mediated by unsaturated fatty acid intake. 

Other recent research, on specific nuts:
Effects of daily almond consumption for six months 
on cognitive measures in healthy middle-aged to 
older adults: A randomized control trial. (2021).

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/102841
5X.2020.1868805 

Almond consumption affects faecal microbiota 
composition, stool pH, and stool moisture in 
overweight and obese adults with elevated fasting 
blood glucose: A randomized controlled trial. (2021).
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/
pii/S0271531720305704?dgcid=raven_sd_via_email 

A comprehensive study of raw and roasted 
macadamia nuts: Lipid profile, physicochemical, 
nutritional, and sensory properties. (2021).

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/
fsn3.2143 

Walnut consumption, plasma metabolomics, and 
risk of type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease. 
(2020). 

https://academic.oup.com/jn/advance-
article-abstract/doi/10.1093/jn/
nxaa374/6056508?redirectedFrom=fulltext
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4. What do you like about this industry?
It’s regional, keeping people and industry in the 
community and being part of a sector that has been 
through a successful growth period which continues 
to change and adapt. The layers of the industry; from 
the health benefits of nuts to the growers, retail, 
processing and export and trade areas. These layers 
have meant I have been on an extreme learning curve 
which I find immensely rewarding and interesting and 
at times challenging.

5. What don’t you like??
The number of acronyms that are used - I have a 
running list which is up to around 40 at the moment 
and climbing!

10 Questions
In this regular column we get to 
know a little more about the thinking 
and background of some of the 
people prominent in the seven tree 
nut industries.

This issue we feature Cathy Beaton, the Executive 
Officer of the Australian Nut Industry Council. 
Cathy has now been in the role for a year, through 
a very challenging time for all of us. The Nutgrower 
thinks it is time to get to know Cathy better! 

1. Where and in what job did your working life 
begin? 
Lots of apricot cutting as a teenager! On leaving 
school I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do, I started in 
a retail position and a year later was promoted to a 
management role which led me into various general 
business management roles.

2. And after that?
I started a recruitment and labour hire business 
in the South East of SA for a WA engineering and 
petrochemical company as they were looking to invest 
into horticulture. We then moved to Adelaide when 
our children were at boarding school so they could 
live at home while finishing school and starting their 
tertiary education. Once they were organised, we 
moved back to the country - the Riverland; I started 
work with Regional Development Australia (RDA) and 
while there I began my law studies so I could gain a 
deeper understanding of the corporate, commercial 
and regulatory sectors as I have always had an interest 
in business and goverance at a deeper level. This led 
me into many different Board roles both in the public, 
private and regulation areas. 

3. How did you get involved in the tree nut 
industry?
Living in a horticulture region and working with RDA 
I was aware of the industry growth that was occurring 
and the huge input and impact the sector has on 
communities and Australia more broadly. I have been 
indirectly involved in many horticulture programs. 

When the opportunity came to work more closely 
with industry, I thought it would be challenging and 
enjoyable while working to add value to a sector that 
is still growing and evolving.

Cathy Beaton hiding in warm clothing in the Swiss Alps
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Not having a complete picture of the supply and value 
chain for the industry; and with the isolation of COVID 
it has meant I have not been able to get out and meet 
and speak to people which is a great way to learn and 
is something I am looking forward to in 2021.
 
6. Can you share a little about your life outside of 
work? (partner, kids, pets, passions, etc.)
I am married to David, we have 3 adult children Jase, 
Joey and Emily, one grandchild Billie with another on 
the way, all currently live in Adelaide. Our spare time 
for the past couple of years has been tied up with 
renovating an 80-year-old house which is now nearing 
completion which means we will be able to spend 
more down time enjoying our family, friends, cooking.

7. Where do you/and your family live and where 
are you based?
We live in Loxton and have been living in the Riverland 
region on and off for approximately 21 years; the 
past 2 years in Loxton, 10 years in Berri and 9 years at 

Paruna which is in the Loxton Waikerie Council area. I 
have also had a base in Adelaide for the past 10 years.

8. What do you do in your spare time?
I like to keep active and enjoy bike riding, Pilates, 
gardening and reading about food and cooking. I 
would like to get back to a crochet project which 
I started over 2 years ago and hopefully will get it 
finished before our next grandchild arrives in May.

9. What would you like to do if you had more 
spare time?
Learn how to be a French patisserie baker. I started 
sourdough bread baking over 5 years ago (before the 
Covid craze) I would now like to master croissant and 
general Viennoiserie baking.

10. Tell us something about yourself that few in 
the industry would know about you?
No-one knows me so there would be heaps - you can 
ask me anything anytime!
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Innovative plastic 
mulch alternative set 
to increase crop water 
productivity by 30%
CSIRO’s latest invention, TranspiratiONal, 
a spray-on polymer membrane will help 
farmers increase crop yield and save 
water, but with fewer inputs and less 
environmental impact.

With experts predicting we’ll need to feed and clothe 
9.7 billion people by 2050, agricultural production 
must undergo a radical transformation. CSIRO has 
developed a game-changing update to a decades-
old technology that will enable the sustainable 
intensification needed to produce more food with less 
resources.

TranspiratiONal, a Sprayable Biodegradable Polymer 
Membrane (SBPM) technology is CSIRO’s response to 
this global challenge. 
 
“The technology delivers the benefits of plastic mulch 
films, but without the environmental cost,” said CSIRO 
Senior Principal Research Scientist Dr Keith Bristow, 
who is leading the project.

“The world desperately needs a durable, cost-effective 
sprayable biodegradable polymer membrane 
technology to replace the petroleum-based plastic 
mulch films that are damaging our soils, water systems 
and cropping systems,” explained Dr Bristow.

Farmers across the world have used plastic mulch films 
to intensify crop production since the 1960s. Applying 
a thin plastic film to rows of crops has proven short-
term benefits, boosting yields by moderating soil 
temperature, maintaining soil moisture and reducing 
weed competition. 

CSIRO estimates 10 million tonnes of plastic mulch 
film is used globally in agriculture each year. China, the 
United States and Australia account for more than half 
of this. And usage is growing, with the global market 
predicted to reach USD 14.31 billion by 2026. 

But the downsides are significant – to the farmer 
and the planet. Application is specialised, costly and 
typically one-size-fits-all. And the plastic mulch must 

Did you know? 
Biodegradable polymers are a special class 
of polymers which, once they’ve served 
their purpose, are broken down by bacterial 
decomposition. They leave behind only natural by-
products such as gases (CO2, N2), water, biomass, 
and inorganic salts. 
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be retrieved and disposed of at the end of the growing 
season, to protect soils and water systems as best we 
can.

Essentially it’s single-use plastic on a massive scale, 
as used films are often torn, partly degraded, and 
contaminated with soil and agrochemicals, so trying 
to recycle the waste is costly. This means, most are 
burned or sent to landfill. But plastic mulches present 
challenges during use, too.

CSIRO Senior Scientist, Stuart Gordon said, “Serious 
contamination and soil toxicity issues from plastic 
mulch films have already led to enforceable 
regulations in Europe and the rest of the world is not 
far behind.”

“The SBPM Technology is a water-based polyurethane 
dispersion that forms a membrane when sprayed 
onto the soil, which will disintegrate and biodegrade, 
leaving no toxic residue in the soil,” explained Stuart.
Peer-reviewed irrigated field trials, carried out between 
2015 and 2018, on cotton, sorghum, tomatoes and 
melons, confirmed a more than 30% increase in water 
productivity compared with bare soil treatments – as 
well as weed suppression.

Achieving CSIRO’s initial target of using 10% less water 
with no yield loss in Australian irrigated agriculture 
would free up more than 1,000 gigalitres of water for 
growing additional crops or improving environmental 
flows. 

“The potential is great, as even a conservative 10% 
improvement would deliver nearly one-third of the 
total volume of water to be recovered under the 
Murray-Darling Basin Plan.” 

Alternatives to conventional plastic mulch films are 
available but haven’t yet been widely adopted. The 
team believes this is largely because they don’t match 
the CSIRO product for ‘sprayability’, biodegradability, 
and ease of use.

CSIRO is now looking for an investment partner to 
take TranspiratiONal to market. The next step is to 
fine-tune the formula and application rates to balance 
biodegradability with durability – maximising the 
benefit for the range of cropping systems it can assist.

For more information: Dr Keith Bristow,  
keith.bristow@csiro.org.au or (07)4753 8596.



Ingredients

Stir-fry sauce
¼ cup oyster sauce
1 tbsp sweet chilli sauce
1 tsp sesame oil

Stir-fry 
2 tbsp peanut oil
200g cooked and peeled chestnuts, quartered
500g beef rump, sirloin or flat iron steak, thinly 
sliced across the grain
1 red onion, cut into thin wedges
2 cloves garlic, sliced
2 cm piece ginger, finely chopped
1 long red chilli, deseeded and thinly sliced
125g snow peas, trimmed and halved lengthways
1 bunch bok choy, trimmed, stems chopped and 
leaves separated
Steamed rice or noodles, to serve

Chestnut, beef & bok choy stir-fry
RECIPE

Method
To make stir-fry sauce, combine all ingredients in a 
bowl. Set aside. Heat 2 tsp oil in a wok over high heat. 
Add chestnuts and stir-fry for 2 minutes until golden. 
Using a slotted spoon, transfer to a plate and set 
aside.

Heat 1 tbsp oil in the wok over high heat. Add half 
the beef and stir-fry until evenly browned. Transfer to 
a plate. Repeat using 2 tsp oil and remaining beef. Set 
aside.

Add onion, garlic, ginger, chilli, snow peas and 
bok choy stems to wok. Stir-fry for 2 minutes. Toss 
through bok choy leaves and 2 tbsp water, cover and 
cook for 1 minute. Toss through beef and chestnuts. 
Serve with rice or noodles.

Recipe supplied by Chestnuts Australia. For more chestnut recipes go to www.
chestnutsaustralia.com.au or to the Nuts for Life website: www.nutsforlife.com.au/
recipes

Preparation 15 mins + chestnut prep time  
• Cooking 10 mins • Serves 4
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Independant Chair. Peter Hayes. Email: grapwine@senet.com.au
Deputy Chair &Adelaide Rep.  Peter Cavallaro, Email: peter@wfas.com.au
Riverland Rep Robert Wheatley, Email: rob.w@austoncorp.com.au 
Riverland Rep. Brendan Sidhu, Email: brendan@centuryorchards.com.au
Sunraysia Rep.  Darren Minter, Email: dagsnco@bigpond.com 

Neale Bennett, Email: neale@cowanna.com.au
Riverina Rep. James Callipari, Email: callimasco@bigpond.com.au
Swan Region Rep. Stephen Beckwith, Email: stephen.beckwith@iofarms.com.au
Marketing Reps.
 Tim Jackson, Email: timj@almondco.com.au
 Grant Birrell, Email: gbirrell@nutproducers.com.au 
 Laurence Van Driel, Email: lvandriel@selectharvests.com.au
 Damien Houlahan, Email: dhoulahan@olamnet.com

CEO 
 Ross Skinner, Ph: 08 8584 7053,
 Email: rskinner@australianalmonds.com.au

Finance Manager 
 Shannon Harkins, Email: sharkins@australianalmonds.com.au

Communications
 Email: admin@australianalmonds.com.au

Membership details are available by contacting the Almond Board  
of Australia office. 

Almond Board of Australia Inc. www.australianalmonds.com.au
P.O. Box PO Box 1507, Loxton SA 5333 

 Ph: 08 8584 7053 E: admin@australianalmonds.com.au

ALMOND

Recently an Australian academic stated that because 
almond orchards are owned by overseas based 
companies and retirement funds, Australia was missing 
out on the economic benefit of almond growing. A 
recent study by consulting firm RMCG, commissioned 
by Hort Innovation, shows this is not the case. The 
research found that in 2019/20 the almond industry 
contributed $1 towards every $1,000 of Australia’s 
gross domestic product (GDP) and provided 9,560 full 
time equivalent jobs for Australians. Nearly 4,000 of 
these were in the river communities where almonds 
are grown representing around 5% of all employment 
in the Riverland and Sunraysia communities, and an 
increasing percentage in the Riverina. RMCG calculated 
the contribution of Australia’s almond industry to the 
Australian economy in 2019/20 to be $1.633 billion with 
$808 million being the gross regional product of the 
three river communities.

The employment generated is both direct and indirect 
as almond producers and processors spend not just 
on staff but also on inputs to produce almonds and 
value added products. The investment in orchards and 
new processing facilities has poured billions into the 
river communities and the wider Australian economy 
as the industry has expanded on the back of surging 
consumer demand.

Exporting almonds was frowned upon by the academic 
but the industry’s contribution to the balance of trade 
helps offset many of the imported products that we all 
purchase from phones to cars and most goods found 
around our homes. Almond exports also contribute 
to healthier diets in many countries attempting to 
overcome high rates of heart disease and diabetes.

The expansion of the almond industry will continue to 
support the production communities and nation to an 
even greater extent in future as young orchards mature. 

The movement of bees was also raised as a black mark 
against the industry and it is true that some bees will 
not survive a long trip but these fatalities are a very 
small percentage of the number moved to almonds, 
avocados, apples, canola and many other crops that 
require pollination services. A healthy hive that starts 
the journey will have negligible loss of bees. The 
matter was raised as a negative, but the payment for 
pollination services is underpinning a renaissance in 
bee keeping that has hive numbers expanding and the 
incomes of apiarists much improved. On farm, the bees 
are welcomed workers with every effort made to ensure 
they stay safe and prosper from the high protein pollen 
during almond bloom.

The industry’s contributions to capturing carbon and 
converting carbon dioxide to oxygen that 17 million 
trees make was ignored in the one-sided analysis 
offered by the academic.

Calling almonds trendy also ignored the health benefits 
of our product. It was ironic that the radio interview 
of the academic was followed by a segment on Type 2 
diabetes. There is significant nutritional research that 
indicates almonds are an ideal food for the prevention 
and management of this lifestyle related disease.
In a performance that seemed aimed at disparaging 
almond milk in favor of traditional dairy, no mention 
was made of methane production, animal welfare 
issues, or the high-water use of producing milk from 
irrigated pasture.

The almond industry produces a healthy, popular 
product that is versatile in its use, produces very little 
waste, and is continuously and successfully seeking to 
use inputs more efficiently, and with as little impact on 
the environment as possible. 

Ross Skinner, CEO, Almond Board of Australia
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Co-ops Workshop, Chestnut Field Day  
& Season Launch
As COVID19 cases started multiplying again in 
Melbourne, the scheduled field day program on 
February 12 went ahead, but as of midnight that 
day Victoria was thrust into a 5-day snap lockdown, 
so activities due to be held on the 13th had to be 
cancelled.
 
It was a case of mixed nuts for the co-ops workshop 
with walnut and hazelnut growers joining the chestnut 
industry for the first face-to-face event the industry 
has been able to hold for 12 months. The workshop 
attracted 49 attendees, a real testament to the interest 
of this subject within the nut industry.

The co-ops workshop is reported on page 5 in this issue 
of the Nutgrower.

Volunteers Needed! - Festival Participation
Chestnut growers are invited to volunteer at two 
upcoming festivals in NE Victoria to promote chestnuts 
to visitors who flock to the area to attend the Bright 
Brewery Village Bonfire, Saturday May 1 and La Fiera, 
Myrtleford, Saturday May 15. Last year these events 
were cancelled due to COVID-19, it is hoped these can 
go ahead in 2021.

Although it’s a big effort after a busy harvest, everyone 
who has volunteered in the past has thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves. It’s also an opportunity to catch 
up with fellow growers to exchange experiences which 
can be very cathartic! You will also see firsthand how 
consumers relate to chestnuts, which in the majority 
of cases is a very positive experience. This can be a real 
boost to keep putting in the hard yards to produce 
quality produce.

CAI can’t do it without you! Many hands are needed 
to man the stall and to cut and roast the chestnuts. 
If you can offer some assistance, even for a short 
time please contact Tanya at the CAI Office admin@
chestnutsaustralia.com.au or phone (03) 5751 1466.

Chestnut Blight
Any enquiries related to chestnut blight can now be 
directed to Elke Jasper the CAI Industry Biosecurity 
Officer (IBO) ibo@chestnutsaustralia.com.au  See story 
page 37 for the latest news on chestnut blight

All other pests and diseases should be reported to the 
Exotic Plant Pest Hotline on 1800 084 881 or via our 
online form (this website includes a link to our online 
form https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/biosecurity/pest-
insects-and-mites/report-an-unusual-plant-pest-or-
disease) 

Growers can undertake their own online training in 
relation to chestnut blight via the Agriculture Victoria 
Learning Management System at https://learning.
agriculture.vic.gov.au/
Users will need to sign up to access the course, but it is 
free and quick to register. 

Recipe Brochures
No new printing of recipe brochures has taken place for 
the 2021 season, with all brochures/leaflets available 
online for download. However, there are a few supplies 
of past brochures that can be posted out at your own 
cost. The cost will be no more than $25.00 Australia 
wide, depending how many get posted out to you, it 
may be cheaper. We will do our best to supply your 
needs, please get in quick to make a request.

Tanya Edwards      
CAI Communications Officer    

President  Adam Gatford, Email: castanea@live.com.au 

Secretary/Treasurer Luciano Cester, Email: lcester@flavourmakers.com.au

Chestnut IDO Trevor Ranford Email sahort@bigpond.com

Communications Officer
 Tanya Edwards PO Box 472, Myrtleford Vic. 3737; 

 Ph: 03 5751 1466, Email: admin@chestnutsaustralia.com.au 

 Office hours are: Wednesday 1pm - 5pm, Friday 9am - 1pm.

Chestnuts Australia Inc. www.chestnutsaustraliainc.com.au 
P.O. Box 472, Myrtleford, Victoria 3737. Phone: 03 5751 1466, Email: admin@chestnutsaustralia.com.au

CAI Committee 
Brian Casey, Vice President brian@cheznuts.com.au 

Federico Pucci fmpucci@gmail.com

Andrew Hall andrewhall@hallstanley.com.au 

Darren Cribbes darren.cribbes@bigpond.com
 
Membership Fees are $150 single and $180 partnership which  
includes the subscription to Australian Nutgrower. Subscription  
year = July 1 - June 30. There is also a once only Joining Fee of $55.  
The CAI also has a non-grower affiliate membership for $100.

CHESTNUT
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First, I should wish you all a somewhat belated Happy 
2021 New Year. It would appear that like 2020, the 
year is going to pass with lightning-like speed. Now 
our thoughts and our actions should be turning to 
harvesting. I hope that 2021 then is going to bring us 
all good harvesting news.

Since our last report, the voters in the US have now 
settled on a Democrat to be the 46th President. Joe 
Biden, a very experienced Congressman and former 
Vice President under Barack Obama from 2009 to 2017, 
his first objective will be to try end COVID-19. 

While bringing COVID-19 under control in the US, 
given the impact that it has had on both the US and 
world economies, an equally important Biden initiative, 
which will impact on us, is climate change. NASA 
scientists have concluded that 2020 was the hottest 
global year on record and is an existential threat. For 
Australian agriculture, we have already started to see 
the consequences of global warming in the form of 
devastating bushfires, floods and droughts.

It was interesting to see Biden signing an executive 
order that the US rejoin the Paris Agreement. Biden 
plans to convene a climate summit of world leaders 

in his first 100 days in power to try and bolster global 
cooperation and coordination to try and achieve a 
sustainable path towards net-zero emissions by 2050. 

Agriculture and conservation are going to play key 
roles in the future of our industry and our sector 
(horticulture) within agriculture. Our resources are 
finite, not infinite. Two examples that come to mind 
immediately are the lack of an unlimited supply of 
water and, thank you COVID-19, the labour we need for 
harvesting and crop maintenance. 

As an association, we need to start thinking 
innovatively about how we address the issues currently 
facing our members and that we are proactive in 
dealing with them. As noted in the Summer 2020 issue 
of Australian Nutgrower, we have made a start - the 
web sites, our e-newsletter have been revamped, 
are there alternative business structures we should 
consider, and are there opportunities for co-operation? 

The Committee has made a start but to be blunt, our 
future is in your hands. Your support is important if we 
are to move ahead.

Andy Gibson, President

President Andy Gibson 
  andygibson100@hotmail.com, 0418 188 419
Vice President Ben Barrow 
   ben.barrow@carboorfarms.com.au 0419 505 748
Secretary and Membership Valerie Stewart  
  secretary@hazelnuts.org.au, 
  vhilton@tpg.com.au 0407 055 773
Treasurer Rod Thompson  
  rthompson@bpi.com.au, 0402 876 060

COMMITTEE MEMBERS:     
Darren Baguley – NSW representative
Sally Robbins – SA representative
David Crea – Victorian representative

Hazelnut Growers of Australia Inc. www.hazelnuts.org.au
PO Box 214, Lobethal SA 5241

HAZELNUT

Nathan Carter – Truffle representative 
 Vanessa Cox 
 Paul McNamara
                                                                                            
ANIC REPRESENTATIVE:    
Darren Baguley  E-mail: hazelrep@nutindustry.org.au

WEBSITE: www.hazelnutgrowersaustralia.org.au

ADDRESS:    
 Hazelnut Growers of Australia Inc.
232 Dingley Dell Road
THORPDALE SOUTH. VIC  3824
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HGA Membership – Annual membership (July to June each year) is $175- for Full membership (growers with 50+ 
trees) and $125- for Associate membership (growers less than 50 trees and/or prospective growers/interested 

parties). All include subscription to Australian Nutgrower and HGA Newsletter.

The 2021 Australian macadamia crop is forecast to 
reach 50,770 tonnes in-shell @ 3.5% moisture (54,440 
tonnes in-shell @ 10% moisture). This represents 
almost a 10 percent increase on the 2020 crop of 
46,900 tonnes in-shell @ 3.5% moisture (50,300 tonnes 
in-shell @ 10% moisture).

The census-based forecast has been produced using 
modelling developed by the Queensland Department 
of Agriculture and Fisheries. This season’s growing 
conditions have been more favourable than last year, 
with some variances from region to region. Some 
farms are still being affected by the drought in 2019 
while others are performing extremely well. 

Growing regions like the Northern Rivers have 
experienced good rainfall over the season while 
Bundaberg has seen poor nut set in some varieties. 
Overall, nut size is bigger in most regions but thicker 
shells may reduce kernel recoveries. It is however early 
in the season and a forecast is not a crop until it is 
safely in the silos. Given the La Niña conditions, there is 
some nervousness about the weather during harvest.  
A mid-season crop report will be provided in May/June 
2021.

This season sees the launch of the AMS-led 
Maccelerate program aimed at stimulating global 
demand in front of large forecast increases in 
global supply. The AMS, together with participating 
processors has established a voluntary marketing fund 
that will collect three cents per kilo from growers who 
contribute. With strong support this should raise close 
to $1 million that will be invested, together with funds 
from other macadamia producing origins, through the 
newly established World Macadamia Organisation. 

This is critical as, without a major new investment in 
market development and demand stimulation, supply 
could match and exceed demand in coming years. Also 
for the first time in the global industry other origins 
have both a means and a clear driver for contributing 
to generic marketing. 

Early price offers for 2021 are showing the first price 
softening in a decade. This is being driven mainly by 
the appreciation of the Australian dollar against the 
USD which has seen wholesale prices rise by up to 20% 
since the beginning of last season. However it may be 
a sign of things to come and growers will need to focus 
on their productivity and costs to ensure they are able 
to withstand changes to the trading environment.

To help growers improve their productivity the 
AMS has been working with TAFE in both NSW and 
Queensland and this has led to Certificate III in 
macadamia production being offered in 2021 for the 
first time in many years. Anyone interested should 
contact the AMS office. 

The AMS is also working on a grower tool kit that aims 
to document not only current best practice but also 
what some of the most innovative growers are doing 
with their production systems. It will also list what 
resources and aid are available to help growers push 
towards four and five tonnes a hectare.

The Australian macadamia industry conference 
AUSMAC 2021 is finally confirmed for the Royal 
Pines Resort on the Gold Coast from November 2 
to 4. There is a strong line up of speakers, the usual 
extensive trade displays and workshop covering key 
growing issues. Check the AMS website https://www.
australianmacadamias.org/industry for further details. 

Jolyon Burnett, CEO, AMS

Chairman/Treasurer Craig Mills, Phone: 0412 679 796
       Email: bangalowmacco@gmail.com 
Vice Chair  Aimee Thomas, Email: jatfarming@gmail.com
Company Secretary Susan Vallis, Email: susan.vallis@macadamias.org
Directors:   
Larry McHugh  Email: lmchugh@marquis.com
Graeme Fleming Email: gfleming@exemail.com.au
Michael Russo Email: michaelrusso09@gmail.com (new)
Lorraine Gorza  Email: lorigorza@hotmail.com (new)
CEO  Jolyon Burnett, Mobile: 0416 224 935, 
   Email: jolyon.burnett@macadamias.org 

Business and Finance Manager
  Susan Vallis, Email: susan.vallis@macadamias.org
Market Development Manager
  Jacqui Price, Email: jacqui.price@macadamias.org
Communications Manager
  Nyree Epplett, Email: nyree.epplett@macadamias.org
Industry Development Manager 
  Leoni Kojetin, Email: leoni.kojetin@macadamias.org
Innovation and Research Manager
              Yolande Kliese, Email: yolande.kliese@macadamias.org
Project Support/Memberships Co-ordinator
  Tamara Hepburn, Email: tamara.hepburn@macadamias.org
Administration Assistant\Receptionist 
  Melissa Loveday, Email: office@macadamias.org

Australian Macadamia Society Limited www.australianmacadamias.org/industry
113 Dawson St., Lismore, NSW 2480 Ph: (02) 6622 4933 Email: office@macadamias.org

MACADAMIA
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After the APA Annual Conference and AGM was 
postponed due to COVID, it was finally decided that 
the best course of action was to hold an AGM via 
Zoom. This was held on December 7 2020. 

The AGM saw the resignation of long-term Vice 
President, Geoff Bugden. The association gives much 
thanks to Geoff and wife Debbie, for the many years 
of hard work and dedication they have given to the 
former APGA and recent APA. The APA wishes them 
all the best for the future and Geoff’s continued 
commitment and support of the industry.  
 
Thank you and welcome to the new committee 
members for 20/21, being:
President – Scott Clark
Vice President – Michelle Chicken 
Secretary – Michelle Chicken
Treasurer- Harry Kinahan
 
To keep in touch with its expanding industry, the APA 
has a series of webinars, field days and our annual 
conference planned for August. Despite COVID 
restrictions, APA President Scott Clark, is determined 
to get face to face with our members and talk all 
things PECANS. 

As such, the APA is hosting its first Virtual “Pecan 
Farmers’ Smoko” that we will invite members to make 
a coffee, grab a scone and turn on their zoom and 
have a chat about what’s happening on the farm. 
These are planned to be a monthly event, with guest 
speakers and an opportunity to share and learn. 
Invites will be sent to members in advance, so keep 
an eye out for your email. 
 
On the farm, growers in Queensland are flat out 
irrigating to keep up to their crops needs, with little 
rain relief to date. In contrast, growers in northern 
NSW are rejoicing with a wonderful, wet summer 
season. Reports from farmers in the Mundubbera, 
QLD district are hopeful for a bigger ‘on season’, 
while mixed reports of ‘on and off’ years are coming 
out of Lismore, Kyogle and Casino. One thing can be 
assured… as a nut farmer, you never really know the 
crop, until it’s in the shed. 
 
 Autumn is upon us, meaning some growers are only 
6 – 8 weeks of harvest! The APA Executive wishes 
everyone all the best for the pre-season and look 
forward to your reports of that ‘BIG crop’.
 
Scott Clark, APA President  
& Michelle Chicken, APA Secretary

PRESIDENT: Scott Clark
T: 0438 243 378 E; Scott Clark E: lagoongrass.pecans@gmail.com

VICE-PRESIDENT: Michelle Chicken  
E: admin@pecangrowers.org.au

TREASURER: Harry Kinahan

Australian Pecan Association Inc. www.pecangrowers.org.au
PO Box 590 Lismore, NSW 2480 E: admin@pecangrowers.org.au

ANIC REPRESENTATIVE: Richard Sampson-Genest  
E: Richardg@stahmann.com.au

SA GROWER REPRESENTATIVE:  David Otto de Grancy  
E: dsh3@bigpond.com

SOUTHERN NSW GROWER REPRESENTATIVE: Paul O’Neill  
E: baeramivalleypecans@gmail.com

Membership:  APA annual Membership fee is $330 (inc GST) which includes annual subscription to the Australian 
Nutgrower magazine.  All membership enquiries to admin@pecangrowers.org.au 

PECAN
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With good winter chill and generally good seasonal 
conditions the Australian pistachio harvest 
commenced in the first week of March. As the harvest is 
delivered to the processing facility in Robinvale, Victoria 
the industry is looking at another strong off-crop in 
excess of 2,000 tonnes.

A full roundup of the season will be produced for the 
June issue.

December 1, 2020 saw the return of a face-to-face PIT 
Group meeting – the last in the three-year project that 
commenced in 2018. 36 growers descended on Mallee 
Pistachio Orchard near Pinnaroo, SA for the normal PIT 
group BBQ lunch, networking, a round table Q&A and a 
tour of this expansive orchard in the sandy soils of the 
Mallee region. 

This was followed by a tour of the Almond Board 
of Australia Centre of Excellence trial site at Loxton 
and then a dinner at the Loxton Hotel. It was a great 
conclusion to the PIT Group project – PS17002.

With the Pistachio Information Technology (PIT) Group 
project concluding an exit survey was undertaken. The 
following is a short summary of the project: 

• Overall rating was 6.24 out of 7
• 95% of the survey respondents were aware of the 
technology transfer project.
• 90% of respondents attend a PIT group meeting 
outside of their region 
• 90% of the respondents rated the rate the value 
gained from the technology transfer project as 
extremely valuable or very valuable.

• Have you participated in or used any of the initiatives 
developed through the technology transfer project 
that respondents participated in or used? The top three 
were: -
 - Technical information - fact sheets              95%
 -  ‘PIT Group’ field days/meetings                    90%
 - Seasonal Notes                                                  90%
• 81% of respondents indicated that they had 
made changes in their business as a direct result of 
participating in, or using information generated by the 
project.
• How do you prefer to learn about outcomes of the 
pistachio R&D program and the latest information and 
technology from Australia and around the world?  The 
top three were: -
 - ‘PIT’ workshops and field days                       86%
 - Annual Spring Symposium                              81%
 - Fact sheets                                                            81%
• The responses represent 1396 hectares of an 
estimated 2000 hectares (total productive/non-
productive).
• 414 participants attended across the 16 meetings. This 
represented an average of 25 per meeting. 
• The highest was 55 people for the Spring symposium 
in 2018. 

At the February 2021 Pistachio R&D Committee 
meeting Dr Ben Robinson retired from the Committee, 
after 15 years of service as an independent member. Dr 
Robinson was recognised for his contribution by the 
association with Honorary Life Membership. Due to 
COVID lockdown in Victoria a formal function could not 
be held but will be held later in 2021.

All the best for the harvest.

Trevor M Ranford, Executive Officer

President: Chris Lee, Birchip, Vic. 3483 Ph: 03 5492 2576, 
   E: leeco1@bigpond.net.au

Secretary/Treasurer: Barbara Isaacson, Waikerie, SA, 

   Ph: 08 8541 2572, E: ike@riverland.net.au

Executive Officer: Trevor Ranford, Ph: 0417 809 172, 

   E: sahort@bigpond.com

Research Chair: Chris Joyce, Kyalite Pistachios, Ph: 0418 262 900

ANIC Representative: David Crawford

Pistachio Growers Association Inc. www.pgai.com.au
27 Ludgate Hill Road, ALDGATE, SA. 5154, Email: pgai@pgai.com.au

Committee Members
Tim Beard, Mildura, Victoria

Philippa Crawford, Robinvale, Victoria

Ryan Norton, Robinvale, Victoria

Paul Wurst, Waikerie, South Australia

PISTACHIO
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Walnut harvest is here again, growers in NSW started 
the last week of February, but most of the crop is now 
being harvested. Growers are expecting a smaller crop 
than last year following walnut blight damage caused 
by the wet spring. Apart from this, growing conditions 
have been excellent over the summer thanks to lower 
than average temperature and adequate rainfall. 

AWIA has conducted its first farm walk since the 
pandemic begun, on Friday February 12. AWIA, HGA 
and Chestnut Australia conducted a joint farm walk at 
Myrtlerise Nut Growers. Bird scaring demonstrations 
were conducted, including a live demonstration of 
a laser device. Birds are an ongoing issue in walnut 
orchards and members found an overview of available 
tools on the market very interesting. The day continued 
at the local club with a presentation of the Business 
Council of Co-operatives on the possibility for growers 
to work together in a co-op system. 

The following days was planned to have a soil 
assessment session but it was cancelled due to the 
Victoria lock down. Thanks to Trevor Ranford for 
organising the day despite the many COVID challenges, 
thanks also to all the participants for coming to the 
days in a such large number. 

AWIA is progressing with two projects for which it has 
received funding - bird pest control and the walnut 
quality manual. An update on their progress will be 
provided at the next meeting, likely to be via Zoom at 
this stage.

AWIA and the other nut industries have started the 
conversation on how to improve cooperation of 
technical and communication matters between is. At 
the moment some associations share the same person 
to undergo these tasks but with limited coordination, 
resulting in inefficiencies. Discussions are at early 
stage aiming to have a full-time position to improve 
efficiency of service to members. 

Lastly, AWIA is still on the hunt for a Secretary, if anyone 
would be interested in taking this role please contact 
myself or Trevor. No need for any particular experience, 
just willing to learn - the board will be very supportive 
to anyone who puts their hand up. 

Michele Valier, President, AWIA

President:   Michele Valier
     Email: awiapres@walnut.net.au
                                          Ph: 0417 538 769
 
Vice President: Marilla James
and membership Email: membership@walnut.net.au   
                                         marilla-james@bigpond.com
                                         Ph: 0409 944 429

Secretary:                      awiasec@walnut.net.au

Treasurer:  Dr David Woodhouse, Ph: 0439 149 360  
    Email: david.walnuts@gmail.com

Industry 
Development 
Officer:  Mr Trevor Ranford, Ph: 0417 809 172 
   Email: tco@walnut.net.au
Comittee
Members:  Nick Downes
   Philip Farnell
      Peter Herrmann  
     Ross Smith
    Nigel Wing

Australian Walnut Industry Association Inc. www.walnut.net.au
PO Box 80, MOYHU VICTORIA 3732 AUSTRALIA

Membership: Joining fee is $100 and annual Membership Fee is $225 including GST. This covers subscription to 
Australian Nutgrower and market promotion. Members also receive the AWIA newsletter.

WALNUT
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Nuts for Life Audit: Insights into the energy, fat and 
sodium content of nut products 

Do salted nuts deserve their bad rap? Are roasted 
nuts higher in kilojoules than raw nuts? 
The Australian Food Composition Database offers 
some clues to these questions. But to add to our 
knowledge in this area, Nuts for Life collected data on 
the energy, fat and sodium content, as listed on the 
Nutrition Information Panel, of 158 nut products. These 
were sourced from the fresh produce, snacks/impulse, 
and baking aisles of five Sydney grocery stores, in 
September 2020.

Key results from the audit: 
The average energy content is similar between raw 
and roasted nut products.
•Raw nuts: average of 816kJ/30g serve
•Roasted nuts: average of 779kJ/30g serve (dry-  
roasted); 773kJ/30g serve (oil-roasted) 

The raw nut products had a slightly higher average 
total fat content than the roasted nuts products.
•Raw nuts: average of 18g fat/30g serve 
•Roasted nuts: average of 15.6g fat/30g serve

Nuts are naturally low in sodium. Salted nuts are not as 
‘salty’ as some other core foods, and often far less salty 
than common snacks.
•Raw/natural unsalted nuts: average of 2mg    
sodium/30g serve 
•On average, salted nuts: average of 103mg    
sodium/30g serve (dry-roasted); 87mg sodium/30g   
serve (oil-roasted). 

See the feature article ‘Salt and nuts – Nuts for Life audit’ 
on page 11 in this issue of Nutgrower. 

Australian Dietary Guidelines (ADG) review 
In July last year, the Minister for Health, Greg Hunt, 
announced $2.5 million to the National Health and 
Medical Research Council (NHMRC) to review the 2013 
ADG. The Dietary Guidelines are a trusted source of 
information about healthy eating for consumers, health 
professionals, educators and the food industry. The review 
process provides an opportunity for all stakeholders to 
flag relevant topics and to advocate for change. 

One of Nuts for Life’s key objectives is to increase the 
prominence of nuts in the revision, with the goal of 

nuts being recognised as an essential daily food. We are 
currently preparing our response to the stakeholder 
scoping survey, due 15 March.

NEW podcast series brings nuts to our ears 
The first episode of our new podcast, The Healthy 
Handful, dropped in November 2020. 

Each month, Nuts for Life Program Manager Belinda 
Neville talks with someone new, from nutrition experts 
and researchers to nut growers, on why there’s so much 
to love about nuts. The series offers a fresh, innovative 
way to reach health professionals through a channel 
that’s steadily growing in popularity, particularly among 
young and educated Australians (1). 
 
Connect with Nuts for Life on LinkedIn 
Late last year, we launched a Nuts for Life LinkedIn 
page. This will allow us to further connect with and 
add value for those within the industry, and also 
to extend our reach to health professionals – an 
influential group to help achieve our goal of increasing 
tree nut consumption among Australians. 

Through LinkedIn, we’ll be sharing:
• Updates on policy and advocacy issues 
• Scientific research or other articles of interest 
• Nuts for Life campaigns, projects and other activities 
• Relevant industry information and resources 
• Events and conferences 

Follow Nuts for Life on LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nuts-for-life

New nut images 
We’ve recently added fresh photos to our suite of nut 
images! These images are available for Nuts for Life 
contributors to use in assets, including social media, 
documents, advertising and websites. 

Nuts for Life contributors can access the images from 
our website: nutsforlife.com.au/contributor/image-
library/ 

Contact us
02 9460 0111, or via email:
Belinda Neville (APD), Program Manager: belinda.
neville@nutsforlife.com.au 
Maree Hall (APD), Digital and Communications 
Manager: maree.hall@nutsforlife.com.au

NUTS FOR LIFE

Nuts for Life is a nutrition and health education initiative 
established for the Australian tree nut industry to provide 
information about the nutrition and health benefits of tree nuts.

Nuts for Life is funded by voluntary financial contributors and 
by Horticulture Innovation Australia Limited with co-investment 
from members of the Australian Tree Nut Industry and fund from 
the Australian Government. 

Management Committee:
Michael Waring – Chair, Nuts for Life and Chief Executive Officer, MWT Foods
Gerard Brunton - Vice Chair, Nuts for Life and Managing Director, GB Commtrade
Declan Dart - Vice Chair, Nuts for Life and Managing Director, Trumps
Cathy Beaton - Executive Officer, Australian Nut Industry Council
Joseph Ebbage – Marketing Manager, Almond Board of Australia
Michael Scalzo – Managing Director, Scalzo Food Industries
Jacqui Price – Marketing Manager, Australian Macadamia Society.



It’s FREE for industry members to 
advertise in this classified section - Heading 
and price line + five lines maximum 
description. (Maximum 2 issues.)
Place your ad today! Call 0414 562 010  
or email nutgrower@nutindustry.org.au  

N u r s e r i e s

UCB1 Pistachio Rootstocks 

762 Kenley Rd, Kenley VIC 3597
Ph: (03) 5038 8238  |  Mobile: 0400 923 411

jonathan@chislettfarms.com.au

~ Since 1990 ~

Container Grown
30+ Years Nursery Experience

For more information contact 
Jonathan Chislett

Member Free Classifieds Diary Dates 2021  (correct at print date 1.3.21)

nutgrower@nutindustry.org.au  
0414 562 010

... advertise in the   
AUSTRALIAN Nutgrower!
The magazine is published four times a year and is the  
ideal vehicle to promote your product or service to members 
of the seven tree nut industry associations in Australia.
Advertising rates are excellent value  
for  a national industries-specific magazine.  
For a copy of the Rate Card please contact:

Reach your 
customers...

Subscribe directly to Australian Nutgrower!  
Receive the printed journal + online past issues: 
nutindustry.org.au or exec@nutindustry.org.au

August 27-29 
Australian Pecan Association Conference, Ballina, NSW 

September 
Tri-Nut Conference for Chestnut, Hazelnut and Walnut 
growers – Date and location TBA

October 18-20 
19th Australian Almond Conference, Adelaide Convention 
Centre, SA

November 2-5 
AusMac2021 – Australian Macadamia Conference, RACV 
Royal Pines Resort, Gold Coast, Qld

2022
March 23-25  
ANIC Biannual Conference, Crowne Plaza, Melbourne, Vic

May 11-13 
INC XXXlX World Nut and Dried Fruit Congress, Dubai

FOR SALE - PECAN NUT TREES 
Container Grown in 11 Litre bags
Available now PAWNEE & NAVAHO
Also budding other varieties
Call John McDonald - 0437432835
pomegranatepassion@hotmail.com

FOR SALE 
 Walnut - Juglans Nigra - seeds for sale 
Contact adjoa.fagbedji@gmail.com

PISTACHIO ROOTSTOCK
UCB1 Hybrid
    -Verticillium Resistant
    -Frost Tolerant
    -Salinity Tolerant
Ready to supply for 2021 planting programs
Email: info@riverinanutcompany.com
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